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A BSTRACT
Computer-aided landscape visualization has emerged as a viable alternative to traditional representations and media, due to its ability to convey and transmit environment knowledge and development goals in a more direct and comprehensible
fashion, especially for lay people. However, the available, photorealism-based computer graphics techniques suffer from limitations that prevent a wide acceptance in
practice.
The goal of this work has been the research and development of a set of novel computer graphics techniques for the automatic, GIS(Geographical Information Systems)based visualization of vegetation, complex landscapes as well as environmental data.
The core of the system are customizable three-dimensional, non-photorealistic realtime representations (interactive sketches). In contrast to conventional renderings,
an interactive sketch should be capable of conveying a quickly understandable impression of a landscape from a walking perspective, as well as the selective focus on
certain aspects, like factors of environment pollution.
The choice of sketch as medium is not arbitrary: hand-drawn sketches have been
traditionally the instrument of choice for landscape professionals. The computer
graphics techniques developed in this work cope with traditional media and add
the real-time capability, coherence as well as seamless control over abstraction
degree and combination of different sketchy visual elements (contours and silhouettes, different leaf representations and sizes, hatch strokes, light and shadows) with
photorealism. The user is thus able to control the rendering style by merely adjusting some parameters in a continuous space across both photorealism and different sketchy styles and interactively navigate through complex landscapes. The new
visualization paradigm has been embedded into a landscape visualization software
system, Lenne3D.
User control has also been extended in another dimension: with suitable data structures (vegetation layers) it is possible to assign separate parameter sets to different
parts of the scene and thus combine different rendering styles in the same view as
needed (for example, current state of a landscape could be photorealistic and the
planned state sketchy). Its also possible to change the style interactively during the
navigation in the environment. This comes to address the identified needs for flexibility of potential users.
One important benefit of sketchy landscape rendering is the possibility to map abstract data onto the landscape and incorporate it in the rendition. The control over
the degree of abstraction makes it possible to obtain suitable rendering styles that
leave enough place for additional data to be rendered in the same view. This feature
has also been explored as it is of great interest in many application fields where data
obtained from ecosystem simulation, measurements, etc. needs to be visualized in a
meaningful fashion - related to the underlying landscape model.
On a higher level, the newly developed algorithms should endorse the repertoire of
landscapes planners and architects, as well as provide suitable media for planing and
environment information communication. The system offers the required flexibility
for the estimation and verification of the suitability of interactive sketches in practice.
i

Z USAMMENFASSUNG
Die computergestützte Visualisierung von Landschaftszuständen entwickelt sich zu
einer Alternative für herkömmliche Darstellungstechniken, da mit modernen computergrafischen Verfahren Umweltwissen und Entwicklungsziele für Laien verständlicher und unmittelbarer repräsentiert werden können. Im Rahmen der Dissertation sollen neuartige, abstrahierende, computergrafische Methoden für die automatische, GIS-datengestützte, skizzenhafte 3D-Darstellung von Vegetation und komplexen Landschaftsszenen sowie Umweltinformationen untersucht und entwickelt
werden. Im Gegensatz zu den verfügbaren, photorealistischen Visualisierungstechniken, sollen Interaktive Skizzen einen schnell verständlichen Eindruck von einer
Landschaft aus Spaziergängerperspektive vermitteln, die gezielte visuelle Hervorhebung bestimmter Aspekte, wie z.B. Faktoren der Umweltverschmutzung, ermöglichen.
Die Wahl der Skizze als Kommunikationsmittel ist keinesfalls willkürlich: handgezeichnete Skizzen gehören sei langem dem grafischen Repertoire des Landschaftsplaners und -architekts. Die in dieser Arbeit entwickelten computergrafischen Verfahren
erfüllen die Funktion ihrer traditionellen Vorbildern und fügen Echtzeitfähigkeit,
zeitliche Kohärenz sowie stufenlose Kontrolle über den Abstraktionsgrad und der
Kombination von verschieden skizzenhaften visuellen Merkmalen (Umriss, Größe
und Form der Blattprimitive, Schraffuren, Licht und Schatten) mit Photorealismus.
Folglich ist der Benutzer in der Lage, die Darstellungsart lediglich durch die Abstimmung von Parametern in einem kontinuierlichen Parameterraum zwischen Photorealismus und verschiedenen Arten von Skizzen zu kontrollieren und gleichzeitig
interaktiv durch komplexe Landschaftsszenen zu navigieren. Dieses neue Visualisierungsparadigma wurde in einem Landschaftsvisualisierungssoftware eingebettet
(Lenne3D).
Die flexible Benutzerkontrolle wurde um eine weitere Dimension erweitert: mit
Hilfe geeigneter Datenstrukturen welche Vegetationsschichten repräsentieren, ist es
möglich, verschiedenen Teilen einer Landschaft eigene Darstellungsparametersätze
zuzuordnen und somit die Erscheinung dieser Landschaftselemente einzeln und interaktiv zu kontrollieren. Damit kann man ein spezifisches Landschaftsbild oder
Landschaftszustand noch gezielter vermitteln (beispielsweise könnte der aktuelle
Zustand einer Landschaft photorealistisch, geplante Änderungen jedoch skizzenhaft dargestellt werden). Damit wird einer wesentlichen Forderung der Benutzer
entsprochen, die nun geeignete Kommunikationsmittel ("Bildsprachen") in dem System entwickeln können.
Ein weiterer, wichtiger Schritt war die Einbeziehung und Darstellung von abstrakten, nicht-sichtbaren Umweltdaten. Im Gegensatz zu herkömmlichen Visualisierungstechniken, vermeiden interaktive Skizzen durch die Anpassung des Detailgrads eine
visuelle Überbelastung und ermöglichen somit die Einblendung zusätzlicher Information unmittelbar in der Landschaft. Darüber hinaus kann man Datenwerte direkt
auf Skizzenelemente wie Schraffur, Farbe usw. abbilden. Es wurden beispielhaft
Methoden zur interaktiver Visualisierung von Umweltindikatoren entwickelt. Die
Ausnutzung der Skizze als Rahmen und zugleich Ausdrucksmittel für Datenvisualisierungen bestätigt die Flexibilität und steigert den Mehrwert der in dieser Arbeit
entwickelten computergrafischen Algorithmen.
ii

Die Methoden sollen das grafische Repertoire des Landschaftsplaners ergänzen und
die Darstellungsmittel für die Planungskommunikation und Umweltinformationsvermittlung erweitern. Damit besteht die Möglichkeit, perzeptuelle Studien vorzunehmen
und die Praxistauglichkeit interaktiver Skizzen zu untersuchen.
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C HAPTER 1

I NTRODUCTION

1.1

Problem Formulation and Motivation

Computer-aided landscape visualization has emerged as a viable alternative to traditional representations and media, due to its ability to convey and transmit environment knowledge and development goals in a more direct and comprehensible fashion.
A particularly important class of potential applications, which constitutes the starting
point for this work, is in environmental processes: landscape planing and architecture, environment data analysis as well as education. A major difficulty encountered
in this relatively young, but very important field, is the implementation of planning
scenarios and actions, especially when it comes to nature and environment conservation. Reactions such as the lack of interest or even opposition are often encountered
if communities, citizen and decision makers cannot be convinced of the long term
advantages of the planing goals.
At this critical point, the communication, computer visualization can play a major role as a communication media, in contrast to traditional media like abstract
maps used by professionals, which, according to experience, cannot be easily understood by non-expert viewers. Using modern computer graphics techniques on highperformance personal computers, one can directly convey landscape states, planing
results and implications on the environment in a much more suitable fashion.
However, the choice of suitable visualization methods has been proven to be the
key factor for the success of such scenarios in the practice, as well as the key point
for the acceptance of computer visualization in the landscape practice. It has been
pointed out in the literature( [15, 22, 64]) that the conventional , readily available,
photorealism-based computer graphics techniques suffer from limitations that prevent a wide acceptance in practice. In contrast to traditional media, which can show
different degrees of abstraction, they attempt to display landscape scenery as close
to reality as possible, in full complexity. However, in so doing, they can easily mask
out the essential aspects of the landscape that are intended to be communicated, as
the observer will literally "not see the wood for the trees".
The power of images is well known by landscape planners and architects; the persuasive effects of images can be used as "marketing" for a durable development of
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Figure 1.1: Photorealistic vegetation rendering. Left: complex chestnut tree (˜ 400.000 triangles). Right: real-time Lenne3D visualization of a landscape in Switzerland
(˜ 60.000 detailed plants models containing ˜ 300.000.000 triangles).

the environment. In this context, the main goal is to convince the decision makers or
citizen without manipulating them. Computer visualization have been criticized as
prone to such problems, as they produce very "concrete" images that can be uncritically and subjectively considered "true" or "beautiful" by the audience (( [22, 64]).
While a design or development idea can be only detailed up to a certain limit, photorealistic visualizations are by their nature forced to contain a large amount of detail.
The remaining gap is thus filled with visual information that does not belong to the
original idea detracting from the essential discussion points.
Thus, the employed arguments should refer to the essence, not to the shape or the
image. Citing from [64], p.110, the authors point out the compatibility between
landscape theories and virtual landscapes: "It transpires that landscape, by virtue of
its inherent intellectual or virtual nature, is ideally suited to being experienced and
conveyed through digital media". The landscape architect Rekittke continues: "new
and emerging technologies may be implemented to the advantage of nature and landscapes. In order to ensure their compatibility however, our profession must be prepared to keep up to date with current developments in the field of digital technology
and, if necessary, develop solutions tailored to its needs" (p.121).
The increasing usage of digital data and computers in landscape architecture, environment protection as well as in environment information technology is a reality.
However, while in german landscape planing offices, for instance, the usage rate
amounts 75% for GIS systems, 100% for CAD systems and 96% for image processing software, 3D landscape visualization software is employed in environment
planing by only 28% of the private offices and 7% of the public institutions ( [79]).
In the literature, the opinions about the choice between photorealistic and more abstract visualization are divergent. However, it has been pointed out that, in the development phase, a rather "sketchy" visualization could much better suggest that the
planing is still open to critique, change, improvement in the negotiable points( [15]).
The detail degree of a visualization should therefore be adapted to the planing phase.
Erwin ( [22]) writes on abstraction: "(...) we landscape modelers must also remember the valuable roles of abstraction in both cognition and communication, and not
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Figure 1.2: Examples of hand-drawn landscape sketches.

believe that ’photo-realism’ - or even ’physical realism’ - is the be-all, end-all of digital modeling. We make models to make explorations or to convey messages, and the
infinite variety of explorations and messages will surely yield an equally boundless
variety of digital landscape models". An abstract representation can be particularly
compatible with the unsharp ecological process knowledge, inexact landscape data
as well as with the planing scale. Besides, sketching of an idea corresponds to the
conceptional development method of the planer.
A German Environment Foundation (DBU) financed feasability study ( [31, 36, 60])
was able to identify the need for novel 3D visualization tools for the computer aided
participation in landscape planing. First experiences1 with complex landscape visualization in a typical practice scenario at the beginning of this work also suggested that
abstracting visualization techniques can be indeed more effective. With sketchy representations, complex scenes can be significantly easier to understand, as irrelevant
details (for the current setup) can be abstracted out, while other aspects of interest,
like factors of the environment pollution, can be highlighted.
Indeed, not only the landscape itself needs to be visualized. Since many landscape
aspects like the effects of immissions and different interventions in the ecosystem,
as well as abstract data, are not directly visible or beyond the general imagination
of the lay public, the employed visualization techniques should offer the necessary
clearance for embedding such aspects without overburdening the visual message.
Summarizing, compared to their traditional counterparts, there are several issues that
1

During the Lenne3D project - a joint project also financed by the German Environment Foundation (DBU) for a 3 years period. The main focus of the project was the visualization of complex
landscapes out of GIS data, in communication, collaboration and decision making scenarios. Parts of
the software developed in this project served as starting point for this research work.
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have impaired the usage of computer-aided landscape visualizations, especially in
scenarios related to the environment:
• unlike traditional media (maps, drawings), the visual message is not selective
and can contain significant amounts of unneeded detail that leads to confusion,
misunderstanding or manipulation.
• depending on the particular conditions, different visualization paradigms may
be more or less appropriate. Therefore, flexible and perceptually effective visual representations are of central importance, both for landscape analysis and
planing and for the communication of environment knowledge and development goals to the concerned audience, decision maker or general public.
• due to their concrete aspect, photorealistic visualization are a mismatch to the
open, negotiable character of plans that is present in the traditional media.
• additional environment data is difficult to integrate due to the high visual complexity of conventional visualizations.
Viable visualization techniques based on computer graphics should therefore attempt
to overcome these problems. The computer graphics area that come closest to traditional landscape media is the field of non-photorealistic rendering (NPR), a relatively
young area. NPR algorithms attempt to simulate human-like artistic or technical visual representations with computer graphics means and have also proven their utility
in scientific visualization. Techniques have been developed for different categories of
objects and scenes, including plants. While specific issues of the actual application
(landscape planing and architecture, environmental processes) have to be thoroughly
analyzed, non-photorealistic techniques are a good starting point in the context of the
current work.

1.2

Goals

The main goal of this work is to address the aforementioned gaps in the computeraided landscape visualization by systematically bringing the determinant features
of traditional media at the level of modern, state-of-the art computer graphics. The
ultimative goal is to create interactive computer visualizations of vegetation, complex
landscapes as well as environmental data that comply with the requirements of the
landscape practice. There have been precise guidelines and criteria to follow during
the work:
• widely available GIS(Geographical Information Systems) data should be used
to create visualization of vegetation, complex landscapes as well as environmental data automatically. As GIS and additional compatible software (the
Lenne3D visualization system, www.lenne3d.com) are available, this would
ensure easy integration in practice.
• 3D computer generated imagery should convey an easily and quickly understandable impression of a landscape from the most usual perspective to the
normal audience - walking perspective, at a suitable, user-defined, detail level.
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• in contrast to conventional renditions, it should be possible to control the abstraction degree, such as to abstract out unimportant details that only detract
the observer and focus the view on the essential landscape characteristics that
have to be transmitted.
• the algorithms should be as real-time capable as possible and should use the
potential of modern PC graphics cards on consumer PCs (without requiring
very expensive or dedicated hardware), so that to allow interactive rendering
of complex plant and landscape models.
• user-controlled separation and differentiation of different landscape elements
should be possible, in order to allow meaningful visualizations that convey
certain information (such as the current and planned state).
• intuitive, in-situ visualization of environment-related data and landscape characteristics should be made possible. This would be a great benefit in communication, since such data is not "visible" in a pure landscape visualization or it
is beyond common understanding.
The approach of the current work builds on non-photorealistic rendering. A flexible landscape visualization framework according to the aforementioned criteria is to
be developed, using both existing techniques, improvements as well as new ideas.
However, the transposition of traditional landscape media principles into computer
graphics techniques presents serious technical challenges that have to be addressed:
• existing NPR algorithms are usually designed for specific applications, objects
and rendering styles. Applying them to landscapes may require substantial
adaptation and improvement. Moreover, plants constitute a particular class
of objects: due to their fragmented nature, they are topologically very different to the more common three-dimensional compact objects, like buildings for
instance. This may cause difficulties for existing algorithms aa additional requirements must be fulfilled.
• mostly, the computational complexity of NPR algorithms, even of those that
run at interactive speeds, is significantly higher than hardware-accelerated conventional real-time rendering. Thus, they can mostly handle only small and
simple scenes. Because interactivity is an important criterium in the current
application, a proper balance between quality and efficiency must be achieved.
• except for simple cases, NPR algorithms are not hardware-accelerated (they do
not take advantage of the significant processing resources of modern graphics
hardware). This, however, is an important issue for achieving sufficient speed
for real-time display of large landscape scenes.
• Not only single plant models should be handled, but also especially large
plant groups (forest, meadow), for which there are currently no satisfying approaches(see Fig. ).
• it is not straightforward to combine different NPR algorithms, as they can be
built using very different principles. Allowing style combination is, however,
an useful feature, as it substantially extends the expression possibilities in communication processes.
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• extensive user control on the rendering appearance is required if landscape
visualization should be used as a communication tool, while many NPR algorithms offer pre-determined styles. A mapping of user interaction to parameterized NPR algorithms must be developed.

Figure 1.3: Top row: computer generated photorealistic(left) and sketchy(right) landscape
images. Bottom row: sketchy landscape structures (left) and environment data
visualization (right). All images are snapshots from the Lenne3D Player software using the framework described in the current work.)

Although, in its substance, it is mainly focused on computer graphics visualization
techniques, the current research has a strong inter-disciplinary character and has been
carried in an inter-disciplinary setup. All techniques have been developed with the
final purpose of improving and extending visualization media in disciplines like landscape planing, architecture as well as their applications related to environment. From
another point of view, experts and expertise in these various fields have decisively
contributed to the realization of this thesis.

1.3

Specific Contributions

The main contribution of the current research is a set of customizable, real-time
non-photorealistic rendering algorithms (three-dimensional interactive sketches) that
attempt to provide a solution to the meaningful landscape visualization in the context
of landscape planning, architecture and environment communication and education.
It is the result of considering recent advances in computer graphics technology, as
well as the conclusions of different surveys among the potential users, namely landscape and environment experts.
The core of our framework are computer-simulated pen-and-ink illustration techniques, which we call interactive sketches. The choice of sketch, and particularly of
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the pen-and-ink sketch, as medium is not arbitrary: hand-drawn sketches have been
traditionally the instrument of choice for landscape professionals. In contrast to conventional rendering, a sketch can transmit a quickly understandable view of a landscape with selective focus on certain aspects, like factors of environment pollution.
The computer graphics techniques developed in this work cope with traditional media and their advantages and add real-time capability, coherence as well as seamless
control over abstraction degree and rendering style. This is approached as a combination of different sketchy visual elements (contours and silhouettes, different leaf
representations and sizes, hatch strokes, light and shadows) with photorealism.
The user is thus able to control the rendering style by merely adjusting some parameters in a continuous space across both photorealism and different sketchy styles and
interactively navigate through complex landscapes. The interactivity requirement
has been very challenging throughout the development process, because computer
graphics algorithms for sketchy rendering tend to be computationally expensive. The
new visualization paradigm has been embedded in a landscape visualization software
system, Lenne3D in order to be able to benefit from its GIS linkage.
User control has also been extended in another dimension: with suitable data structures (vegetation layers) it has been possible to assign separate parameter sets to
different parts of the scene and thus combine different rendering styles in the same
view as needed (for example, current state of a landscape could be photorealistic and
the planned state sketchy). Its also possible to change the style interactively during
the navigation in the environment. This comes to address the identified needs for
flexibility of potential users.
As pointed out before, one important benefit of sketchy landscape rendering is the
possibility to map abstract data onto the landscape and incorporate it in the rendition.
The control over the degree of abstraction makes it possible to obtain suitable rendering styles that leave enough place for additional data to be rendered in the same view.
This feature has also been explored as it is of great interest in many application fields
where data obtained from ecosystem simulation, measurements, GIS, etc. needs to
be visualized in a meaningful fashion - related to the underlying landscape model.
Because processes and states in the environment are extremely complex, it in not a
realistic goal to develop a complete system that can deal with the whole diversity of
environment aspects, but rather relative simple processes and data have been handled
as examples (like the influence of toxic emissions, depth to water table, fire hazard,
etc.) leaving the rest to a future, GIS-based implementation.
On a higher level, the newly developed algorithms are intended to endorse the repertoire of landscapes planners and architects, as well as provide suitable media for
planing and environment information communication. Thus, in the field of computeraided methods, professionals and environment didactics are provided with a seamless
palette of sketchy and photorealisitic visualization techniques that use the same GIS
data basis as conventional GIS maps. Moreover, sketchy 3D landscape visualization
can be seen as a chance to disarm some of the often founded objections of "traditionalist" professionals against computer graphics. The system offers the required
flexibility for the estimation and verification of the suitability of interactive sketches
in practice, which is not part of this thesis, but left for future evaluation.
It should be stated clearly that the purpose of the current work is not the attempt to
imitate different artistic drawing styles. This is rather a side effect, as certain intrinsic
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properties of hand drawn sketches are exploited from an information communication
point of view, such as the power of abstraction, control over the level of detail and
the possibility to express the intentions of the author by varying the drawing style.
However, the artistic "touch" is useful in as much as any kind of visual communication requires a certain degree of esthetical sense. Thus, we only borrow the means,
rather than attempting to replace artists, in an attempt to create a wide palette of
visual communication instruments.

Publications
• [65] Rekittke, J.; Paar, P. and Coconu, L(2004): Dogma 3D . -In: Stadt +
Grün (7): 15 - 21. This paper is an analysis of landscape media and their
current problems, as well as alternatives based on "non-artistic", technical nonphotorealism.
• [7] Coconu, L.; Colditz, C.; Hege, H.-C. and Deussen, O. (2005): Seamless Integration of Stylized Renditions in Computer-Generated Landscape Visualization. -In: Buhman, E; Paar, P.; Bishop, I. andLange, E.: Trends in
Real-Time Landscape Visualization and Participation. Proc. at Anhalt University of Applied Sciences, Wichmann, Heidelberg: 88-97. An applicationoriented description of our non-photorealistic rendering framework, including
brief technical reviews of each technique, is given in the context of landscape
visualization.
• [10] Colditz, C.; Coconu, L.; Deussen, O. and Hege, H.-C. (2005):RealTime Rendering of Complex Photorealistic Landscapes Using Hybrid Levelof-Detail Approaches. -In: Buhman, E; Paar, P.; Bishop, I. and Lange, E.:
Trends in Real-Time Landscape Visualization and Participation. Proc. at Anhalt University of Applied Sciences, Wichmann, Heidelberg: 97-107. A thorough analysis and demonstration of powerful level-of-detail techniques that
allow real-time rendering of complex landscapes.
• [8] Coconu, L; Deussen, O. and Hege, H.-C.(2006): Real-time Pen-and-Ink Illustration of Landscapes. -In: NPAR ’06: Proceedings of the 4th international
symposium on Non-photorealistic animation and rendering, Annecy, France.
ACM Press, New York: 27-35. An in-depth paper covering detailed technical
aspects of our non-photorealistic plant rendering techniques.

1.4

Outline of the Thesis

After an introduction of the basic concepts related to landscape visualization in general, as well as a brief presentation of the visualization system Lenne3D in Chapter
2, an analysis of existing non-photorealistic algorithms from the point of view of the
traditional landscape sketch is given in Chapter 3, together with brief overviews of
our approach for the various problems.
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The most substantial part of the thesis is allocated to the presentation of the nonphotorealistic algorithms for abstraction (Chapter 4), silhouettes (Chapter 5), hatching and coloring (Chapter 6). System design, implementation and integration are
discussed in detail in Chapter 8, together with example results. Then, Chapter 9
presents the a demonstration for embedding of abstract environment data visualization directly on landscapes - an applications that is closer to the practical use. Chapter
10 concludes with a discussion and future work.
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C HAPTER 2

G ENERAL C ONCEPTS AND
T ECHNIQUES

This chapter briefly covers a few basic aspects of computer graphics with focus on
its application to landscape visualization and specific issues of computer-aided vegetation modeling and rendering. The first sections are intended to extend the scope of
this work to a target audience with less computer-technical background and can be
skipped by the more technically experienced reader, which can start with Section 2.4

2.1

Computer Graphics Basics

The main task performed by computer graphics systems is to convert abstract geometrical description of a scene into images - this process is usually called rendering.
Most commonly, a surface-based description of the scene is used, and, in the case
of widely-available hardware accelerated systems - PC with graphics board - the
surfaces in the scene are given as or converted to a collection of polygons (triangles). The task of the rendering system in this case is to scan-convert the triangles
in the scenes onto the 2D screen surface. During this conversion, surface characteristics like texture, lighting, shadows and so on are evaluated according to some userspecified parameters. The rendering process ist controlled via an abstracted view
of the hardware, a software layer called application programming interface (API).
The two widely used APIs today are OpenGL and Microsoft DirectX - see for example [55] for details on OpenGL programming. Although different in details, they
use similar concepts and offer similar functionality, as they are directly related to the
underlying hardware model. A general model of the OpenGL pipeline is shown in
Fig. 2.1 as example.
One can identify several stages in the pipeline. First, the input 3D geometry is fed
into the pipeline, essentially as a collection of vertices (3D locations), per-vertex attributes (like normals) and primitive assembly information (indices). Then, primitives(triangles) are assembled and per-vertex operations are performed (camera,
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Figure 2.1: The OpenGL rendering pipeline (from the OpenGL specification at
www.opengl.org).

projection and viewport transformations, lighting). In the rasterization stage, viewportmapped triangles are scan-converted, resulting in a series of fragments (screen locations with associated attribute values, like texture samples). Lastly, before writing into the frame buffer, additional per-fragment operations, like alpha blending and z-buffering, may be performed. There are many computer graphics books
that thouroughly cover different aspects of modern real-time rendering systems, such
as [25] and [1]
The rendering pipeline is built as a state machine, the control on different stages being
realized by querying and setting parameters. The development of graphics hardware
has enabled the replacement of the per-vertex and per-fragment operation stages with
much more versatile programmable units: instead of setting states, either an assembly language or a simple, C-like programming language (HLSL in DirectX, GLSL
in OpenGL) is used to describe operations, which greatly increase the flexibility and
power of graphics systems. We will make extensive use of the programmable parts
of the rendering pipeline when implementing the algorithms described in this work.

2.2

Computer-aided Landscape Visualization

Landscape visualization can be considered both as sub-domain and an application
of computer graphics. Scientific visualization, at a general level, is the process of
generating a visual representation of an input data set and displaying it on an output device (computer monitor, printer, etc.). While certain elements are common to
many scientific visualization paradigms, other components and details of the visualization process are specific to the input data and application requirements. Scientific
visualization makes use of, but it is not limited to computer graphics. Rather, the
visualization process can be fairly complex and encompasses several disciplines like
data processing and analysis, 3D modeling, computational geometry, mathematics,
computer graphics - and even perceptional psychology and arts.
In the specific case of three-dimensional landscape visualization, the input data usually consists of several elements:
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• a description of the terrain surface (terrain model), usually given as a height
field or as a geometrical model.
• geo-referenced information on the distribution of vegetation, as well as of
other elements like buildings, water, etc., across the terrain. This is usually
available from GIS systems.
• optionally, different additional data sets containing landscape characteristics
(indicators)
In an intermediary step, the original data must be refined in order to be displayed. A
geometrical, three-dimensional model of the scene must be created, which is not
a trivial task. Commercial software systems exist that allow automatic or semiautomatic creation of such complex landscape models from available data (GIS).
This includes:
• from the abstract information on the vegetation distribution, an explicit description containing actual 2D or 3D locations of individual plants (or plant
groups) on the terrain must be computed.
• a set of three-dimensional geometrical models representing plants and other
elements is required.

Figure 2.2: Workflow towards computer-aided landscape visualization. GIS data from different sources (courtesy of Wikipedia) is processed to create a 3D scene containing plant distributions over the terrain with associated plant models.

Now the actual "visualization" can take place by means of computer graphics techniques which convert the geometrical description of the scene into either static images, animations or interactive rendering. Landscape visualization is commonly embedded in more complex software systems that allow connection to different data
sources like Geographic Information Systems (GIS) as well as further data processing features (see for example [60]) In the present work, we mainly have to deal with
the last stage of the visualization pipeline, namely rendering. However, due to the
intrinsic linking and interdependency, this will often require to also deal with geometry processing and 3D modeling issues.
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Real-time visualization of landscapes in 3D has always been a challenging task and
is still an active field of research, mainly due to the huge geometric complexity of
outdoor scenes. With recent advances in hardware and software, the interactive,
photorealistic navigation through impressively large and complex virtual landscapes
is possible [3, 17] and future developments will surely break the actual computational limits. This is only possible by leveraging the computational power of modern
graphics pipelines, as it has been mentioned in Section 8.1

2.3

Vegetation Modeling and Rendering

Due to specific characteristics, natural landscape scenes are in several ways different
when compared to other classes of models (buildings, for instance):
• plants are highly complex, irregular, pseudo-fractal objects, in contrast to the
regular, compact and smooth surfaces of usual 3D objects. For example, the
model of a building can contain a few hundred triangles, while a tree model
can have well over 100.000 triangles.
• faithful modeling of plants tends to be significantly more difficult and results
in larger amounts of geometry information, which consequently very much
increase the computational burden on rendering.
• most modeling tools, geometry processing and computer graphics algorithms
are tailored for object with compact and smooth surfaces and may yield poor
results when directly applied to plants. Thus, they have to be either specifically
developed for or adapted to plant models.
• besides the modeling of individual plants, the distribution of plants in natural vegetation is a challenge per se. The automatic generation of individual
plant position according to generic vegetation information is an unsolved problem and an active field of research, as it must comply to the distribution patterns of different plant species and to the environmental constraints. There are
also workable semi-automatic approaches which assist the user in distributing
plants.
In order to address these issues in practice, one typically searches for the best compromise. While for landscape visualization application the requirement of a faithful
and correct reproduction of vegetation characteristics may sacrifice speed in the favor of more complex models, application like computer games will use more simple
models in order to achieve interactivity.

2.4

The Visualization System Lenne3D

The goals, decisions and trade-offs when designing a landscape visualization systems - which have complex requirements that may change over time or depending on
application - are not trivial (see [60]). In the previous chapter, we have reviewed the
main aspects with respect to the visualization techniques, which are the main focus
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of this work. We have pointed out the opportunity to exploit the advantages of traditional media over photorealism in a computer graphics system. However, in order
to make full practical use of the rendering techniques we are focusing on, they need
to be embedded in a context (software system) that accomplishes the preparation of
data from different sources into representations that are suitable for rendering. At a
minimum, one can identify the following stages:
• Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data interpretation into vegetation descriptions onto a 3D digital terrain model. This is a non-trivial, complex task to
accomplish, due to both the intrinsic complexity of ecosystems and the availablity and quality of the GIS data.
• for true 3D visualization from arbitrary perspectives, generic vegetation descriptions must be detailed down to single plant positions onto the terrain
surface. The challenges here are multiple, from the generation of naturelike, species-specific plant distribution patterns from handling tremenduous
amounts of data.
• modeling and rendering of individual plant models for the actual visualization.
The quality of the 3D geometrical plant models is crucial for the end results of
the visualization and the overall virtual experience.
It becomes clear that designing a complete landscape visualization system is a serious
challenge that can only be addressed by employing a significant amount of ressources
- obviously, beyond the scope of this work.

Figure 2.3: The Lenne3D visualization system architecture.

Fortunately, a host landscape visualization system was available at the beginning
of this research work which relieved us of building a complete visualization system. Lenne3D (named after the well-known german landscape architect Peter Joseph
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Lenné (1789-1866)) is the name of a research project financed by the German Environment Foundation (Deutsche Bundesstiftung Umwelt) which is carried on by the
Lenne3D GmbH. The goal was a complete landscape visualization pipeline which
takes data from GIS (Geographic Information System), generates landscape models
and delivers faithful visualizations of complex landscapes (Fig. 2.3). Its software
architecture is based on several main components linked together:
• LandXplorer ( http://www.3dgeo.de/landx.aspx ), is a GIS-compatible software that integrates classic GIS-data with 3D-geodata like digital terrrain, buildings, streets in a common project. Additionally, one can also include and process application-specific data like land use, resources, etc. The visualization of
models is done as interactive 3D maps.
• Lenne3D Player is the visualization component that allows real-time visualization of complex landscape models containing millions of detailed plants.
• Lenne3D PlantDistributor (oik) is a component for vegetation modeling and
plant distribution which is commonly used by both aforementioned components. It deals with issues like specific distribution patterns, terrain constraints,
etc.
• 3D plant models are detailed geometrical plant description, modeled with the
3D modeling system Xfrog (greenworks organic software)
The simplified workflow of the visualization system is depicted in Fig. 2.3 and
roughly corresponds to the visualization steps that are described in the previous section (Fig. 2.2):
• GIS and 3D-geodata is collected and processed with the LandXplorer software component, targeting the area that needs to be visualized. Additional 3D
data like buildings and other CAD models can be also used.
• 3D plant models are created and stored in the same Lenné 3D-project
• using GIS data, the plant distribution component (oik) computes vegetation
distributions across the digital terrain model, in an automatic or user-interactive
fashion. This is also stored in the Lenné 3D-project
• the visualization component, Lenne3D Player, uses the digital terrain model,
vegetation distribution, 3D plant models and additional 3D models to enable
real-time visualizations or media streams.
The Lenne3D systems provides a versatile platform and test bed for the rendering
techniques developed in this work. Its modular architecture has allowed us to only
replace the visualization stage of the Lenne3DPlayer component and thus benefit
from the rest of the GIS-compatile pipeline. Therefore, our focus was on rendering
techniques - we assume readily modeled input scenes which are as faithful to reality
as practicable with today’s computational resources.
As already mentioned before in the introduction, our alternative, non-photorealistic
visualization techniques could indirectly contribute to the reduction of overhead in a
complete visualization system. While photorealistic visualizations are "brute-force"
by nature and demand large amounts of computation resources (in order to achieve a
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level of detail that is as close to reality as possible), sketchy renditions allow this burden to be reduced, since the level of detail degree is variable and non-critical (rather
than attempting to achieve a faithful copy of the reality, an abstract representation
is used). This might lead to a more lightweight approach to visualisation system
design.
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C HAPTER 3

R ELATED W ORK AND BASIC
A PPROACH

In the introductory chapter of this work, we have reviewed the major flaws of conventional computer-aided landscape visualization against their traditional, abstract,
hand-drawn counterparts. Based on this analysis, we have deduced an approach to
address these problems: one can apply the same principles and mechanisms that are
used for hand-drawn media to develop computer visualization techniques having the
same benefits. In the next section, a more in-depth analysis of traditional media is
given, in order to permit a technical review of the relevant existing non-photorealistic
algorithms in the rest of the chapter.
An secondary approach, alternative to traditional landscape scenes has also been
explored during this work by Rekittke et al. [65] . It attempts to develop a sketchy,
but style-neutral visual representation for plants and landscapes. Instead of imitating
traditional - and mostly quite artistic - hand-drawn sketches, all the "artistic" means
of expression should be removed, so that only a pure "technical" drawing remains,
that also have to fulfill some criteria - Dogma 3D. There are some advantages of such
an approach, like the independence from subjective styles, but its acceptance in the
landscape practice is still to be evaluated. Since the approach followed in the present
work is general enough to also cover Dogma3D renditions, such an evaluation would
be possible in the future.

3.1

Traditional Landscape Sketches

Disciplines like landscape planing and architecture have by their nature a strong visual character: the results are expressed using different visual media. In this area,
hand-drawn sketches have always played a major role and are still the method of
choice in many cases, due to their different benefits that have been analyzed in the
introduction. On of the strongest arguments of such representations is the wide range
of variable abstraction degrees and visual styles that they offer, which is crucial.
This is also the motivation behind our choice of the abstract sketch as a computer
visualization paradigm.
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In the landscape artwork and especially in the relevant literature for landscape architects a huge amount of examples for free-hand, sketchy landscape and plant representations can be found (see for instance [26, 38, 39, 43, 80, 83])

Figure 3.1: Examples of free hand drawings of plants. Left: Bush species (from [38]). Right:
relevant differentiating elements for the artist in case of trees (from [83])

The very first step of this work consisted of a research of the various drawing styles
that are most often employed and established in the landscape professional area,
in order to evaluate their compatibility with existing real time computer graphics
techniques or their potential for being implemented as new real time algorithms. Of
course, it is not a realistic goal to try to cover all possible drawing styles that are used.
Rather, a synthesis of the most representative visual elements that can be used for a
sketch will be used, which corresponds roughly to the "pen-and-ink" representation
metaphor (see the classification below).
A collection of drawings in many different styles that has been very helpful is Evans
[24]. Although a faithful imitation of artistic styles is not the goal of this work,
it is desirable to also consider the aesthetic aspects that make up a good sketch,
because they are an important part of how an image is perceived by the audience.
An aesthetically unpleasant image can easily detract from the information that is
intended to be communicated through it. Thus, hand-drawn sketches have been used
for comparison.
The book of Deussen [16] presents a synthesis of existing single styles that have
been implemented as computer graphics techniques, on one hand, on the other hand a
classification of the almost unmanageable range of traditional plant illustration styles
is given. With a few adjustments, this classification, criteria and visual elements are
also used in the current work:
• Plants are divided into two major structures, each with its own illustration
particularities regarding the relationship between the illustration and the real
model:
– Trunk and branches tend to keep a relatively unchanged aspect compared to the natural model, regardless of the drawing style. Abstraction
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of trunk and branches is usually faithful to the original model.

is mostly realized by omission of small branches, especially of those covered by the foliage - with the exception of the winter state.
– Foliage is mostly subject to more extensive abstraction and stylization.
The original shape and size of leafs can be changed (to abstract circular discs, for example) or can be omitted altogether (leaving only a few
contour lines) - see the next observation.
• The overall figure of a plant (actually of the foliage) can be suggested by two
classes of techniques:
– Figure abstraction: a few characteristic strokes (silhouette, hatching)
are used to convey an abstracted shape. However, ideally, there has to
be enough information left for the identification of the species - if this is
desired.
– Visual agglomeration: the plant (actually the foliage) is represented by
many small primitives (i.e., leafs)
• Usage of light and shadows
– no lights and shadows are used in botanics and landscape planing, for
instance, where only the species and spatial location is relevant, while
additional information would only overburden the image.
– in landscape architecture, light and shadows are important components,
as they reveal structural and ambiental properties of the scene.
• Representation of lights and shadows
– implicit, by variation of detail density. This technique uses the fact that,
for pen-and-ink illustrations, the areas where more detail is drawn are
darker, so they can suggest shadow.
– explicit, using hatch strokes appropriately. In this case, the detail density remains roughly constant. The two techniques can sometimes be
combined.
Consequently, from a a strictly technical point of view, we can identify the essential visual elements that are needed for computer-generated sketches (depicted in
Fig. 3.10), which will be used as guideline throughout this work:
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Figure 3.3: Foliage representation techniques range from figure abstraction (top) to visual
agglomeration (bottom) including intermediate, combined illustration (middle).

• Abstraction. Generally, a sketch is an abstracted vision of a real - or, in the
case of planing, a virtual - scene. Depending on the usage, various abstraction
degrees must be achieved for different parts of the scene. In plant sketches,
abstraction happens at two main levels:
– leaf shape
– overall figure
• Contours are perhaps the most important visual elements of a drawing, as they
convey the overall shape of the objects and give visual hints of their spatial
relationships.
• Details are used to convey additional information (species -characteristic leaf
shape, shading) and can be added by various means, like inner contours,
hatching and coloring.
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Figure 3.4: Botanical illustration do not usually use light effects.

Figure 3.5: Light and shadows using detail variation (top) and explicit hatching (bottom).
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Related Work in Non-Photorealistic Rendering

In the previous section, the determinant elements of landscape sketches have been reviewed. The goal is to map the useful features of such representation onto computer
visualization techniques for landscape planning and architecture, where the challenge
is not only the computational, but also the visual complexity of the scenes, as well as
the necessity to convey specific information. The related research area in computer
graphics that deals with artistic and technical rendering styles is non-photorealistic
rendering (NPR). Indeed, since the late 90s there have been significant research efforts and progress in the non-photorealistic computer graphics. An analysis of the
relevant previous work is therefore necessary in order to evaluate their compatibility
to our intended sketchy visualization framework.
At a first glance, although a wide palette of algorithms have been developed for NPR,
they are mainly tailored for specific applications, mostly the technical illustration of
single compact objects. A number of works have been presented in recent years
that focus on plant models, but only few of them are suitable for large and complex
landscapes, especially in a real-time setup: most algorithms are too complex and
resource demanding to run interactively.
NPR techniques inherit the flexibility in conveying and transmitting selected visual
information of their hand-drawn counterparts. Free from the constraints of photorealism, a controlled, meaningful simplification and structuring of the scene can be
performed, leading to comprehensible renditions. In conjunction, from the point of
view of computer graphics, abstract rendering should lead, at least theoretically, to
a reduction in computation complexity, since less graphic primitives must be drawn
when the detail level is reduced. In practice, however, as it will be shown in this work,
this advantage is relative to the more complex rendering algorithms for sketchy rendering implying an additional computational burden that has to be kept as low as
possible.

Figure 3.6: A very early non-photorealistic, computer-generated landscape, monochrome
green-on-black 3D perspective, created on an Apple computer. Courtesy to
Steven Ervin.
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From the broad spectrum of rendering styles, we will restrict the discussion on NPR
areas that are relevant for the representative landscape sketch that has been most often
used by landscape professionals, namely "pen-and-ink" illustration. While this does
not exclude related techniques like pencil, crayon or charcoal, which share the same
basic elements, it is not concerned with "purely artistic" techniques, like painterly
rendering that attempts to imitate specific artistic styles. The discussion has been
structured around the main components of the landscape sketch, as they have been
identified in the previous section. After reviewing existing techniques, we conclude
by briefly sketching our approach in each case.

Figure 3.7: Sketchy computer-generated trees ( [20]). Left: 3D-Sketch of a maple tree using
only a few graphic primitives. Right: more detailed rendition of an oak tree with
shadows and grass.

Figure 3.8: Single trees(left) and landscape(right) in traditional far eastern style [87].

3.2.1

Abstraction

Because it plays a crucial role in our understanding of visual information, abstraction is a fundamental process in the generation of most human-generated artwork,
and therefore it is also inherent to most non-photorealistic computer graphics techniques. From the point of view of technical illustration - which is the main concern
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of this work - abstraction serves as a selective information filter: irrelevant visual
information is abstracted away, retaining only a desired amount of it.
The conversion of the real model into a meaningful human-generated visual representation is a complex process specific to the artist and style, thus its simulation as
computer graphics algorithms is not straightforward and partially accounts for the
differences between human and computer-generated artwork. Generally, abstraction
is reduced to some simplified, application-specific principles. Producing computergenerated images in computer graphics actually means the conversion of a geometrical model of the scene, described in the three-dimensional object space, into a
two-dimensional image, described in image-space. Thus, abstraction can be carried
at different stages of this process
• in object space, either at modeling or at pre-rendering time. In the former
case, 3D models are designed purposely for abstract rendering ( like the abstract 3D objects used as support in the techniques of [41, 47]). The advantage
is that the modeler can directly control the desired appearance of the model.
In turn, the usage of such models is restricted to the specific applications they
have been designed for. Alternatively, in the latter case, available 3D models can suffer different transformations before rendering, in order to change
their appearance to more abstract shapes. Thus, they can be suited for both
conventional and abstract rendering, but there is less control over the visual
appearance.
• in image space, post-rendering. Here, abstraction is applied to the 2D visual features of the image generated in the rendering process rather than to the
source 3D model ( examples include the line feature processing of [2], the implicit abstraction of the contour computation in [20] and explicitly addressing
abstraction in [81]).
Taken per se, none of the aforementioned approaches is able to mimic the complex
abstraction process carried on in the case of hand-drawn illustrations, since both are
carried by the artist in the process of creation. Rather, in order to come closer to a
meaningful abstraction, we consider them complementary: object space abstraction
is able to handle the three-dimensional shape, properties and relationships of objects,
while image-space abstraction can deal with specific issues of the 2D visual elements
of the illustration, like stroke density and direction. Thus, our approach is to combine
different abstraction mechanisms
Abstraction is closely related to another computer graphics notion, level of detail.
One method for obtaining more abstract shapes out of a geometric model is the generation of lower levels of detail by geometric simplification of the triangle mesh.
Various mesh algorithms exist that can also handle different constraints imposed on
the simplification, such as [32, 33, 72]. However, the foliage of plant models, rather
than forming compact surfaces, is a topologically complex and fragmented object
that is handled poorly by mesh simplification algorithms. Highly complex trunk and
branches structures are also a problem. Thus, we need more specialized geometric
simplification that works well for plants.
In contrast to photorealistic rendering, where the foliage is rendered just as it has been
modeled, for sketchy rendering we use the "drawing primitive" metaphor (see [20]):
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each leaf is represented by a 3D primitive, or the foliage is represented as a point
cloud (one leaf at each 3D position). The shape and size of leaf primitives can thus
vary relative to the original model. When the primitive size is increased or the camera
moves away, one can reduce the number of primitives in order to maintain a constant
screen coverage. In this way, also a simple, yet efficient, level-of-detail mechanism
is available. Most of our plant models are sufficiently detailed to directly extract
leaf positions out of the model, but even if this was not so, it would be easy to
distribute points into the volume of the foliage that can be extracted from the model.
Later in this work, however, the "drawing primitive" approach has been found to be
computationally expensive for large scenes, such that its use has been restricted to
the cases where it is strictly required (for visual agglomeration representations).
Due to the requirement of compatibility with generally available plant models, modeling time abstraction cannot not used. Rather, in a pre-processing step, we employ
a re-modeling algorithm that identifies and stores the abstract shape features of the
model. This information is then used at rendering time to alter the geometry of the
model towards abstract shapes. This is completed by post-processing image-space
abstraction incorporated in the silhouette detection, based on the depth difference
principle of [20] that will be discussed in Section 5. Silhouettes are drawn whenever
differences in depth information exceed a certain user-controllable threshold, thus
allowing more or less silhouette lines to be drawn according to the chosen threshold.
Simulating meaningful abstraction becomes more difficult as the scene complexity
increases, because more and more scene elements have to share the same visual
space. The way this is handled in hand-drawn artwork is to group several spatially
related objects together into larger entities as the distance to the observer increases.
This behavior should taken into account by the abstraction algorithms. The postprocessing abstraction at silhouette detection level can perform this task automatically by discarding the lines between objects, while for other visual elements (hatching) one must address it explicitly. Additionally, as observed in [81], one must avoid
the visual overloading of the rendition due to excessive detail.

3.2.2

Silhouettes

Directly correlated with abstraction, silhouette and contour lines are a powerful means
to express the characteristic shape of objects. It can be observed that one general of
the the most minimalistic representations of objects and scenes consist of a few silhouette strokes and sharp features. Thus, they can be considered as the basis of a
sketchy rendering system.
According to their importance, there have been significant research efforts in the field
of non-photorealistic rendering for the computation and display of silhouettes, and
particularly of stylized silhouettes that resemble the traditional hand-drawn media.
For stylized silhouettes, most algorithms are split into two steps. First, silhouette
lines have to be computed, then the result is used to apply stylized features.
A thorough discussion of existing silhouette computation algorithms is beyond the
scope of this work - an in-depth review of silhouette algorithms can be found in
[35]. We distinguish between two main classes, according to the space where they
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operate. Object-space algorithms compute silhouettes in the 3D space of the object
in the form of connected 3D segments, which can be subsequently transformed in
2D for further processing as in [5, 46, 51]. In contrast, image-space algorithms like
[67] make use of image processing operators to detect pixels belonging to edges or
other features in the 2D frame buffer resulted from rendering the scene with different
attributes (depth, normals). Hybrid approaches between the two main categories have
also been developed, like [56,78]. Another aspect was covered in [86]. In contrast to
the above methods here real-world data was obtained by scanning and methods for
the abstraction and stylization were applied.
Silhouette stylization has also been explicitly addressed, for example in [30, 46].
Mostly, an explicit line description is needed in order to apply a silhouette pattern,
which are hard to obtain efficiently for complex landscape scenes. Kalnins et al. [37]
develop a coherence-improved arc-length parameterization. In [56] the 2D projection
of the silhouette edges is used to merge edge segments into long strokes, onto which
stylization strokes are aplied. Hardware-based methods like in [28] and [62] admit
only minimal style control. The "loose and sketchy" technique of Curtis [11] admits
a limited form of stylization by displacing the original, image-based silhouette.
Because object-space silhouette detection is prohibitive in terms of computational
complexity for the size of our target scenes (thousands of objects), an image-space
approach for contours is advantageous. Due to the fragmented nature of vegetation
we had to take special care when designing the silhouette computation algorithms in
order to avoid coherence problems.
A real challenge has been the stylization of the contours. We developed an image
space stylization approach that uses a similar idea to [11], but runs in real-time and
allows for arbitrary 2D style textures to be applied onto silhouettes.

3.2.3

Hatching

While silhouette lines express the general shape of objects, it is often necessary to fill
the object surface with additional detail information. Hatching is another technique
from the repertoire of the hand-drawn sketch that is commonly used for this purpose.
A variable pattern of artistic features (strokes) are applied onto the surface of the
objects - unlike silhouette stylization, that uses strokes along the contours. Hatch
strokes can transmit different kinds of information, like surface properties, shading,
shape, etc.
From the point of view of non-photorealistic computer graphics, hatching can be seen
as the process of generating a set of 2D artistic features (hatch strokes) according to
some input reference, such as a 3D scene or a 2D image. Similar to contour algorithms, one can again distinguish between two main classes of algorithms according
to the space they operate in: either object or image space. Object-space algorithms
place strokes onto the 3D surface of the object which are then projected onto the
screen. In contrast, image-space approaches attempt to place strokes directly in the
image plane, very much like in hand-drawn sketches. For both approaches, the orientation and density of strokes have to be controlled for good results.
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Another classification is relative to the actual rendering of hatch strokes. A first
category of techniques attempt to place and draw individual strokes (such as in [19,
53,54,58,73]), while the second category avoids this computational burden and store
stroke patterns in textures - works include [40, 61, 68, 85]).
Real-time hatching techniques have been developed in both object and image space.
The real-time approach of Praun et al. [61] relies on a smooth object-space parametrization to map a hatch texture (tonal art map or TAM) onto an object and then use
hardware mip-mapping to control stroke density. Unfortunately, such parameterizations are ill-suited for highly fragmented objects like the foliage of a tree, where the
spatial coherence of the stroke texture is broken, as the example in Fig. 6.4a shows.
The other class of techniques, image-space hatching, suffer instead of severe temporal coherence problems ("shower door").
Given the somewhat complementary problems of object and image space hatching
parametrization, we proposed a novel hybrid approach that retains the advantages of
both, while reducing the problems to acceptable levels. The efficiency requirements
lead to the use of hatch textures (tonal art maps of [61]), since rendering of single
strokes is much more time consuming.

3.2.4

Abstract shading and color

As a general term in computer graphics, shading is the simulation of the visual properties an object surface under various lighting conditions described by lighting models. While in photorealistic shading the goal is to faithfully reproduce the physical
behavior of different geometric surfaces under lighting, non-photorealistic computer
graphics admits a more relaxed approach. Although abstract shading should still be
related to the underlying geometrical model, there is a certain degree of freedom in
choosing the properties of the surface that have to be expressed and the corresponding visual features that express them. In contrast to photorealism, where the result
of shading is directly the color of pixels in the final image, abstract shading can be
suggested by different visual cues. Most common in plant illustration are hatching
(described above), color and inner contours.
Shading usually relies on a lighting model which is a mathematical approximation
of the light physics. Virtually any light model - local or global - that yields light intensity as result can be also used for non-photorealistic rendering. However, in handdrawn illustration shading and light also tends to be simplified and style-specific: the
detail level of lighting should match the general abstraction degree of the sketch.

3.2.5

NPR for plants

Smith was one of the first authors describing fractals and formal plant descriptions
[76] for computer graphics. Besides other models he generated a computer-generated
cartoon tree. The branches of this tree display disks to represent leaf clusters. Reeves
and Blau [63] in their famous work on rendering plants imp–lemented a similar
form using small discs for the production of their (realistic) trees. Sasada [70] uses
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tree sketches in an architectural environment. For the rendering of his trees he uses
computer-generated tree skeletons, the renditions are then projected as textures onto
billboards.
In [69] a tree sketch is modeled using so-called stroke textures that were introduced
in [84, 85]. In this approach the directions of the foliage and trunk silhouette are
modified by a given vector field, and by an additional gray-scale value image. The
so-called difference-image algorithm is used, which places textures or strokes in the
resulting image until the differences in the gray-scale values between the given and
the resulting image are sufficiently small.
Kowalski et al. [41] introduce a method to illustrate plant scenes in the style of two
well-known authors of children’s books. In contrast to the already mentioned procedures of Salisbury et al. [69], they deal with an automatic method that also uses a 3D
model as its basis. For rendering the image, the authors apply a multilevel algorithm,
which in the first step illustrates the scene conventionally. The gray-scale values of
the created image are the starting point for the placement of so-called “graftal textures”, which are positioned at those places that appear dark in the initial image using
the same difference-image algorithm mentioned above.
Deussen and Strothotte [20] present another image-based method for rendering tree
models. The depth differences of the pixels in the image are analyzed and silhouettes
are drawn only if the difference is above a given threshold. Using so-called drawing
primitives they are able to achieve a sufficient degree of coherence in their images.
However, hatching and silhouette stylization are not explicitly addressed. Our work
builds on their approach of drawing primitives and depth differences: while using
similarly efficient image-based techniques, our high-level primitives allows for significantly more versatile visual composition.
In [82] several methods for hatching tree objects are presented using a set of twodimensional buffers. In this work nice images have been created, however, no coherence is maintained which prohibits the results from being used in animations.

3.2.6

Coherence in non-photorealistic rendering

In the context of computer-generated sketchy imagery and animation, the term "coherence" occurs quite often and carries specific meanings. Non-photorealistic rendering in the most usual sense means the generation of a 2D image using artistic
expression means, like pen or pencil strokes, brushes, etc. which are essentially 2D
features. The source may be a 3D scene, like in our setup, or another 2D image (usually photograph of realistic renditions). Thus, creating the NPR image essentially
means mapping source image elements(which may be 3D) onto artistic 2D features.
In this context, several aspects of coherence can be distinguished. We use the following definitions in this work:
Spatial coherence refers to the quality of the mapping between the visual elements
of the source and artistic 2D features of the destination NPR image, as well as to
the spatial relationship and integration of artistic features in the final image. Spatial
coherence has always a subjective component, as the aforementioned mapping is
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itself part of the artistic process (it is the artist that places the strokes onto the canvas
and it can do it in various ways). However, in computer generated images, one
can usually recognize flagrant (and disturbing) lack of spatial coherence: either the
relationship between 2D features and source is lost, or the artistic features themselves
become unrecognizable after the mapping.
Temporal or frame-to-frame coherence is specific to non-photorealistic animations, as it is related to the persistence of the 2D artistic features in time, as the
camera or the objects move. If the features appear and disappear, unpleasant and
disturbing popping effects are present in the animation - one can speak of lack of
temporal coherence.
In contrast to the spatial coherence, which can be resolved by analogy with real
artists, temporal coherence does not have clear real-world criteria, for the reason that
it does not apply to hand-drawn sketches, except for hand-drawn animations, where
temporal coherence is not strict and lack of it can even become part of the artistic
expression itself. The problem is complicated by the fact that, during the animation,
there might be no obvious inter-frame correspondence between 2D features as they
evolve over time.
A interesting analysis of temporal coherence is given in [37] in the context of silhouette strokes, but could be generalized to artistic features in general. They distinguish
between two kinds of conflicting temporal coherence :
• 2D coherence. Artistic features like brush strokes must be mapped onto 2D
arc-length parameterizations in the image plane in order to look hand-drawn.
If this mapping is inconsistent over time, artifacts like unnaturally extended or
collapsed strokes will appear.
• 3D coherence: 2D features should follow the 3D shape of the object as it or
the camera moves
For the most artistic styles, a trade-off between the two requirements must chosen
for an acceptable coherence of the resulting animations. During this work, we will
analyze and discuss our developed techniques from the point of view of coherence.

3.3

Related Work in Rendering of Complex Scenes

An issue that is somewhat orthogonal to abstract rendering techniques - but nevertheless very important in most practical applications - is rendering efficiency. Especially
for real-time rendering, handling very complex 3D scenes has been always a challenging issue in the attempt of providing an usable real-time 3D experience. Outdoor
scenes are particularly problematic in this respect, as they can be composed of heterogeneous collections of 3D models that exhibit a very large scale range (from bird’s
view to closeups). To enable efficient rendering of such scenes, one uses several techniques, like visibility culling (only parts of the scene that are determined to be visible
are rendered) and the fact that the perceived detail of a certain object displayed on the
screen depends on its screen size - thus, one can use more simple representations for
distant objects as they become small on the screen. This is commonly encompassed
under the notion of level-of-detail.
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Figure 3.9: Different impostors. From left to right: plain billboard, sprite with depth, layered depth image, point cloud. The degree of available geometric information
increases from left to right.

Level of detail has been a very active research field in computer graphics, leveraged
by the advent of real-time applications and the need of easy creation of 3D models
at different detail levels under different constraints, resulting in a quite large number
of approaches. As already mentioned in Section 4, one class of algorithms are based
on mesh simplification ( [32, 33, 72]). The original polygonal mesh is "simplified"
by changing its connectivity (removing edges, for instance) according to different
constraints and/or error metric.
Depending on the application as well as on the nature and topology of the 3D model,
the degree of simplification achieved by such techniques within reasonable image
quality may not be sufficient, even if the topology of the mesh is allowed to be
changed. A different class of level of detail algorithms is based on image-based
techniques like the so-called impostor representations, which may radically differ
from the original in their geometrical nature. The perhaps simplest impostor - and
a widely used one - is a camera-facing billboard (a rectangle with an alpha-matted
texture image of the object being represented) or a cross-billboard (two or three
crossed rectangles). While very easy to generate and render, they are also very limited in the geometric accuracy relative to the original model - the lack of parallax
effects when changing the viewpoint makes them only suitable for far views.
There have been quite a few attempts to improve the geometric accuracy of simple
textured billboards by trading off the speed of simple hardware texture mapping (billboards) for accuracy obtained by introducing additional computations. Generalized
"sprites" attempt to compensate parallax effects by applying 2D affine or projective
transformations (( [71, 75])). The resulted parallax is however limited, depending
on the complexity of depth relationships of the objects. Another approach is augmenting sprites with depth information and warping the image pixel by pixel in 3D
( [6, 52]). This also suffers from limitations: since only one depth layer is represented, changing the camera position may result in gaps whenever invisible surfaces
become unoccluded or when the surface is magnified. Even more elaborated solution exist that also deal with these issues: layered depth images ( [74]) store several
depth layers per pixel and thus are able to cope with arbitrary occlusion relationships
within objects. At the other extreme, point-based representations have also been
used for efficient rendering: free from connectivity limitations, level-of-detail representations can be easily computed and rendered using hierarchical data structures
and different splatting algorithms ( [12, 44, 59, 66]), but at the cost of an increased
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amount of geometry data being processed.
Of course, plants and vegetation have also been considered, as they are important elements for outdoor scenes. Due to their complex and fragmented nature, typical mesh
simplification algorithms have been found unsuited for the fragmented geometry of
plants: they result in either insufficient simplification or poor quality. Thus, specific
solutions have been developed derived from the same general aforementioned impostor approaches (billboards and hybrid approaches). Image-based approaches are used
in [48–50]. The foliage of most plants lends itself easily to point-based representations, which are used in hybrid approaches like [9, 17]. Due to their high efficiency
for real-time rendering, billboards clouds( [14]) have been used for the rendering of
impressively large outdoor scenes ( [3]).

3.4

Basic Approach to 3D Sketches

In the previous sections, we have reviewed visual elements that make up the language
of the landscape sketch and put them in relationship with their computer graphics
counterparts, non-photorealistic rendering techniques. The result of this analysis is
synthesized in Fig. 3.10 as a set of guidelines that will be followed throughout the
rest of this work.

Figure 3.10: An overview of the rendering styles.

Meaningful abstraction is the most important mechanism when trying to produce
sketchy rendition out of detailed landscape models. A general algorithmic simplification framework is needed that can handle both leaf primitives and whole geometri-
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cal plant models -actually only the foliage. It should also permit the control of detail
over its surface.
Silhouette and contour lines are usually the most important component of an illustration. Fast silhouette detection and stylization is further required stage, which
should also be able to deal with abstraction in a similar way to traditional media. It
should allow user control for the appearance of contour lines (style, thickness).
Expressing detail using inner features like leaf primitives of different shape and size
is a powerful visual clue that has also been used in previous work ( [20]). Again, the
user should be able to tailor the visual aspect of leaf primitives.
A further expression means is hatching. While several approaches exist in nonphotorealistic computer graphics, they are not well suited to plant models, especially
in our target real time setup. Thus, solutions that improve both spatial and temporal
coherence have to be developed. However, compatibility with standard algorithms
like the tonal art maps of [61] should be preserved and seems feasible.
All NPR algorithms should allow for abstraction mechanisms that resembles traditional media and simultaneously creates a range of different levels of detail which
are selected according to the camera distance in order to ensure efficient rendering
of complex scenes (far objects need less detail). Each sketchy visual feature must be
parameterized, so that its contribution to the final image can be seamlessly controlled.
The final goal is real-time, hardware-accelerated pen-and-ink illustration of complex
landscapes consisting of many detailed 3D plant models that meets the requirements
of different disciplines using landscape visualization. Rather than being replaced,
photorealism is tightly integrated within the palette of illustration elements, allowing
seamless transitions and combinations between realistic representations and abstract
sketches for maximum flexibility in practice.
The sketch features we derived from traditional media analysis as in Fig. 3.10 is
also reflected in the structure of the next chapters of this work, with features being
grouped together into three classes: abstraction (Chapter 4), contours (Chapter 5)
and inner details (Chapter 6).

C HAPTER 4

A BSTRACTION

As previously discussed in the introduction, the genesis of hand-drawn landscape
illustrations requires a cognitive abstraction process: starting from the real threedimensional world, the artist selects the visually relevant cues and transpose them
onto a canvas. Abstraction is necessary both as a meaningful simplification mechanism - the model is far too complex to be represented exactly - and as an interpretation instrument, as it allows certain aspects of the landscape to be highlighted.

Figure 4.1: 2D and 3D abstraction: 3D abstraction transforms the original geometrical representation into an abstract 3D model, which is then rendered using 2D features
and abstraction.

By analogy, in an automated non-photorealistic computer graphics system, an automatic, user-controllable abstraction mechanism is required. Here, just as for conventional, photorealistic rendering systems, the input consists of three-dimensional
geometrical plant models. With the advance in rendering technology and computational power, plant models and modeling software have evolved from very simple to
sophisticated, such that currently available plant models are very detailed and close
to reality. Therefore, the task of obtaininig abstract, sketchy renditions out of these
models - and yet preserve specific details if required - is not trivial, especially if user
control is to be incorporated. In the introductory part of this work, we have distinguished two possible levels of abstraction in a non-photorealistic computer graphics
system: in the 3D space of the scene and in the 2D space of the camera projection(see
Fig. 4.1). The former type refers to the abstraction of the 3D shape of the object,
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while the latter deals with the subsequent representation of the objects on the 2D
"canvas" using different visual features (lines, strokes, etc.) In hand-drawn sketches,
this technical distinction dissapears, as the artist is directly drawing onto a 2D canvas.
A first necessary step is the controllable abstraction of the 3D geometrical shape of
plant models. The 3D model is subsequently used as a support for all visual features,
so it has a crucial importance in abstraction. There are several mechanisms that allow
for shape abstraction in computer graphics.
Since plant are given as 3D geometrical models, one can consider geometry processing algorithms to obtain more abstract shapes by geometrical simplification of the
triangle mesh. Various algorithms exist, as this has been a very active research field
in computer graphics, leveraged by the need of creating models at different detail
levels under different constraints ( [32, 33, 72]). An example of mesh simplification
algorithm is the progressive meshes of [32] illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
Although some of the algorithms in this class can handle different constraints for
simplification, such as different error metrics, they work well for models consisting
of a set of connected, smoothly triangulated surfaces. Unfortunately, most plant
models do not fall into this category: while larger trunk parts are modeled as compact
surfaces, the foliage is usually a collection of unconnected elements (triangles or
groups of triangles) as Fig. 4.2 shows. Applying mesh simplification algorithms on
such models would yield poor results, due to the lack of connectivity.

Figure 4.2: Mesh simplification. a), b), c) mesh simplification using progressive meshes and
d) unconnected plant foliage geometry.

A suitable approach to geometric simplification should be compatible with the abstraction patterns used in traditional illustration. An analysis of traditional sketches
reveals that that complex plant elements - especially the foliage - are treated more
like volumes rather than 3D surfaces when sketching (except for very close details
where individual leafs become distinguishable). What is actually drawn are implicit
surfaces enclosing the foliage volume - a technique that has been extensively used in
volume data visualization using iso-surfaces.
Implicit surfaces can then be used as a support for all other sketch elements. One
such element that is specific to landscape sketches is the representation of the foliage
as a collection of many similar leaf primitives (visual agglomeration). There is considerable freedom in choosing the size and the shape of the primitives used, which, of
course, has a major impact on the visual result (see Fig.4.4). Implicitly, the degree of
abstraction is also influenced in correlation with the abstraction of the model itself.
Implicit surfacea as abstract shapes have been already used for representing and rendering of fragmented objects like plant foliages ( [41]). However, there is a drawback:
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Figure 4.3: Detailed leaf-primitive-based rendering( [20]) compared to abstract shape support ( [41])

direct rendering of the compact implicit surfaces for the foliage disallows the use of
different 3D leaf primitives and imposes a compact look of foliage parts that is only
compatible with few rendering styles. Other styles( [20]) rely precisely on rendering
"discrete" leaf primitives.
Our approach is to combine the wide range of possible rendering styles of both leafprimitive-based ( [20]) and techniques like [41] that are based on abstract shapes (see
Fig. 4.3). While the former excels at rendering detailed, realistic vegetation, it lacks
the abstraction power of the latter, thus a combined approach would be desirable.
We therefore partially decouple abstraction from rendering and use implicit surfaces
only for shape control and lighting (Section 4.2), while rendering the foliage as a
collection of primitives. Independently, leaf primitive control is also performed, as
presented in Section 4.1. Separation of overall shape control and rendering primitives also have the advantage of compatibiliy with different underlying geometric
representations (mesh, billboard clouds, particle clouds).
The second abstraction level, in the 2D space of the "virtual canvas", is mostly specific to each non-photorealistic technique. In some cases, it is implicitly performed
(image-space contours), while in other cases it has to be addressed explicitly (contour
stylization, hatching). We will discuss this issue in detail in the sections dedicated to
each NPR technique.

Figure 4.4: Leaf shape variation on a bush model.

In the rest of the chapter, we discuss abstraction and level of detail issues in full detail.
We begin with the control over the leaf primitives, then describe our approach to 3D
abstraction and finally consider the integration of different abstraction mechanisms
into a unified level of detail framework. Geometric abstraction of trunk and branches
is not covered, since they usually do not change their appearance much, and even
though, their simplification can be achieved with conventional mesh techniques.
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Leaf Primitive Size and Shape

Covering different views of a scene from realistic renditions to abstract representations requires the ability to change the size and shape of the foliage primitives,
because these are important visual cues in the perception of vegetation scenes. Depending on the application, more or less abstract leaf shapes might be desirable. For
example, a faithful reproduction of a landscape’s status quo requires species information that can be carried by the specific leaf shape, while planned states usually call
for rather unspecific, abstract representations.
From a a technical point of view, the shape and size of the leaf primitives is determined by the underlying geometrical model being rendered. Although our techniques, as it will be shown in the next sections, are largely independent of the organization of the 3D model, we render plants either as textured particle clouds or
as billboard clouds. Thus, the size of the leaf primitives is given by the size of the
particles being rendered. The shape is determined by the alpha-matte of the particle
or billboard texture, thus a straightforward way for shape control is to encode shape
in tha alpha channel of the texture.
To enable adjustable leaf shape control, we construct a special alpha-matted texture
for leaves which encompasses several leaf shapes in a continuous abstraction from
realistic to abstract, selectable at rendering time using pixel a simple alpha test. Starting from the original leaf shape, a series of increasingly abstract leaf shapes that are
contained in each other are generated (Fig. 4.6). Then, shapes are stored overlapping each other, with alpha values between αmin and αmax ( αmax corresponds to the
original, realistic leaf shape and αmin to the most abstract - and largest - shape).

Figure 4.5: Generation and encoding of leaf shapes. From left to right: original leaf texture,
original alpha matte, abstract shape encoded in alpha channel and corresponding
contours.

At rendering time, depending on the selected alpha rejection threshold αt , the outline
can be changed from the original photorealistic texture at αmax to an abstract shape
at αmin . In Fig. 4.6 this procedure is shown for the transition into a disc.
An additional requirement is to draw individual leaf outlines (for "visual agglomeration" style). The alpha maps described above allow for an efficient way to to this
by selecting and darkening those pixels that are in the immediate vicinity of the leaf
edge (at a certain αt ). One can determine these contour pixels by testing their alpha
values: if the current alpha rejection threshold is αt , then the outline can be defined
as the set of pixels having alpha values slightly above αt , within an interval ∆α :
(α − αt ) ≤ ∆α

(4.1)
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Figure 4.6: Leaf shapes for different alpha thresholds 0.7, 0.55, 0.4, and 0.25.

where ∆α is a threshold that defines the thickness of the outline (the larger ∆α ,
the more pixels are selected). For this method to produce predictable and visually
pleasant results, the alpha values stored in the map must exhibit a smooth variation
(ramp). This translates into regular and roughly equal spacing between the outlines
for each encoded shape (Fig. 4.5). This in turn decisively depends on the method
used to generate these shapes. Several methods habe been tested:
• radial extension of the original alpha map of the leaf, as shown in Fig. 4.6.
Starting from a central location of the leaf texture, a number of rays are shoot
radially and an alpha ramp is computed along each of them, between the border
of the original leaf (defined at αmax ) and the desired abstract shape at αmin at
the desired abstract shape - usually a disc. While this method does produce
smooth alpha ramps, it yields unpredictable results for non-convex leaf shapes
or multiple leafs.
• Fourier smoothing. Smoothing a curve is a well-known application of the
Fourier transformation. First, the outline of the original leaf is computed as a
connected polyline. Then, we can gradually smooth this curve by removing
the high-frequency components of its Fourier decomposition and encode the
resulting alpha mask into the alpha texture. The advantage of Fourier smoothing lies in more naturally rounded abstract shapes, but the resulted visibility
masks are neither necessarily contained in each other, nor equally-spaced.
• morphological operators (dilation). The original visibility mask is repeatedly applied a morphological dilation operator and the resulted shape is encoded for each iteration. Dilation produces a regularly spaced set of shapes
and can handle concave or multiple leafs reliably. A drawback ist the lack
of control on the final, most abstract shape - however, for most leafs it converges towards some disc-like shape. This has been chosen as offering the best
compromise among the methods tested.
In order to obtain more disc-shaped outlines at the most abstract level, as well as to
avoid an exaggerate increase in size after many dilation iterations, we use conditional
gray-scale dilation in the more general sense, i.e, dilation combined with a logical
operator. In contrast, digital image processing literature often defines conditional
dilation specifically as being a dilation operator constrained within the limits of an
image mask covering the original image ( []).
We start with a gray-scale image I containing the alpha values of the original leaf
texture, IO , thresholded against αmax :
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(
IO (x, y), if IO (x, y) ≥ αmax
I=
0,
otherwise

(4.2)

We will perform n dilation iterations, each iteration i resulting in a more abstract
shape encoded with an alpha value:
αi = αmax − i ∗

αmax − αmin
n

(4.3)

At each pixel (x, y), we evaluate a function fi that analyzes the influence of neighbor pixels that belong to previously computed shapes (α > αi−1 ), weighted by a
Gaussian nxn structuring element G:
fi (x, y) =

X

dI(xk , yk )eGk

(4.4)

k∈G

Dilation is performed only if fi (x, y) is above a certain threshold t. For gray-scale
images, standard dilation is defined as:
D(x, y) = max I(xi , yi )
i∈S

(4.5)

where S is the structuring element. In order to encode the shape at each iteration
i = 1..n, we simply replace D(x, y) with αi as defined in 4.3. The resulting operator
F is:
(
αi ,
if fi (x, y) > t
F (x, y) =
I(x, y), otherwise

(4.6)

In choosing the threshold t - the minimum number of above-average neighbors the best results have been achieved for t = 3 (Fig. 4.5). Intuitively, the obtained
morphological operator favors the growing in concave regions, so that the shape
becomes more and more convex, hence abstract. For a smaller t, all regions tend
to be grown simultaneously, which result in lack of shape abstraction, while a greater
t tends to restrict the dilation process too much.

4.2

Higher-Level Primitive Representation of Foliage

For abstract rendering of the foliage we use an approach similar to that of [20]:
instead of rendering the original foliage geometry - which is unsuited for abstraction,
a variable number of leaf primitives (for instance, small disks) are rendered (Fig.3.7
). An implicit level-of-detail mechanism is present: the leaf size is being kept roughly
constant while the number of leaf primitives is varied as the camera moves back and
forth in order to maintain a proper screen coverage under perspective projection.
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While a certain visual simplification can be achieved by manipulating the size and
shape of the leaf primitives and choosing appropriate level-of-detail (see Section 4.1),
the degree of abstraction is limited by the underlying geometric model for a given
primitive size. In order to allow for more abstract renditions, we employ a more
general mechanism which works by clustering foliage primitives (leaves) into larger
and more abstract 3D-shapes which we call higher level primitives (HLP). Then, at
rendering time, the original geometry of the model can be gradually adapted to fit the
HLP model an thus change its look towards a more abstract shape and simultaneously
preserve foliage characteristis like leaf shape and distribution, if desired.
The algorithm can be regarded as a re-modeling process: we fit higher-level primitives (HLP) in the tree foliage volume that has been defined by the 3D locations
of the leaf geometry. For higher level primitives, one can virtually use any threedimensional geometric shape which is reasonably easy to express and evaluate when
fitting leaf locations.
We use a greedy clustering algorithm: leaf vertex positions are successively checked
against the current HLP set, initially void. If a leaf vertex can be added to an existing
HLP without increasing its size over a user-defined threshold, it is added to that HLP,
otherwise a new HLP containing the leaf is created

Figure 4.7: Top: Leaves (represented as dots) are grouped into spherical HLPs and associated a HLP normal. Bottom: Different degrees of abstraction obtained by
displacement of leaves, shading and detail reduction according to higher level
primitives, for blending factors 0, 0.5 and 1.

computeFoliageHLPs(plant_f oliage, max_size)
1: hlp_set ← ∅
2: for all tri ∈ plant_f oliage do
3:
if ∃ hlp ∈ hlp_set such that (hlp ∪ {tri}).size < max_size then
4:
hlp ← (hlp ∪ {tri}) {add tri to cyl}
5:
else {new hlp containing tri}
6:
hlp_set ← hlp_set ∪ {newh lp(tri)}
7:
end if
8: end for
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The simplest HLP that usually yields good results for most plants is a 3D sphere,
defined by a center and a maximum radius r, as Fig. 4.7 shows. For each leaf vertex,
we define and store its corresponding HLP normal as the vector from the HLP center
~ HLP to the leaf P~ :
C
~ HLP = P~ − C
~ HLP
N

(4.7)

The main idea behind HLPs is to be able to gradually substitute the original complex
geometry with the more abstract shape of HLPs at rendering time. The maximum
size of the HLP gives the abstraction degree that can be achieved. Of course, in order
to achieve significant abstraction, the size of the HLPs must be a few times larger
than the medium size of a single leaf.
During rendering, the leaves can be re-positioned according to the higher level primitives. We blend between the original leaf position P~ and its projection onto the
~ , which allows seamless control over the degree of
HLP along the HLP normal NHLP
abstraction (Fig. 4.7).
P~ 0 = f P~ + (1 − f )P~HLP

(4.8)

~ HLP ,
P~HLP = rHLP N

(4.9)

where rHLP is the radius of the HLP and f the blending factor. Generally, blending factors less than 1 lead to more pleasant results, because some of the natural
irregularity of the model is preserved.
HLP re-modeling is quite versatile and not limited to the spatial displacement of leaf
positions. Re-orienting the leafs to point away from the the higher-level primitive
center, for instance, leads to a nice contour effect that is encountered in some sketchy
styles ("children book")

4.3

Surface Detail Control

Beside the abstraction of the geometrical complexity of the models, another important control variable of hand-drawn sketches is the density and complexity of details
in the resulting image. Indeed, too many complex details may easily compromise the
clarity of the sketch, while too few might make it in too vague. A balanced choice
must be made according, again, to the specific target of the image.
Once can identify two sources of detail in sketches: geometric features and lighting
effects. In Wilson et al. [82], the authors present a technique for automatic control of
detail density - silhouettes and hatch strokes - based on a measurement of the detail
in the source image. For our particular case of plant foliage, we were able to achieve
similar results by employing two simple techniques for each source of detail features:
• rendering of leaf primitives instead of the original geometry ensures a controlled density of geometric features and thus of silhouette edges, determined
by the chosen leaf size.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: Light and abstraction effects using surface detail (leaf contours). (a) small leaf
primitives with thick leaf outlines; (b) large, abstract leaf primitives and lack of
detail in bright areas; (c) elliptical, "Van Gogh" primitives arranged around HLP
centers; (d)"children book" style.

• the abstract HLP model described above can be used to control lighting detail
by gradual substitution of the original, highly detailed model when computing lighting and shading. More exactly, we replace the normal at each leaf
primitive with the normal of the implicit surface generated by the higher-level
primitives, which are much more less detailed as they vary smoothly across the
implicit surface (this is explained in detail in Section 6.1.3 on light models).
By mixing implicit surface normals with the originals, one can select the desired abstraction degree of the lighting and consequently the level of surface
lighting detail.
Beside being simple and efficient, our approach also avoids the coherence problems inherent to image-space computations required by explicit complexity control
in [82]. It can also deal with the use of detail density as lighting cue, which is often
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encountered in plant sketches (Fig 3.5).
The HLPs model also enable other interesting leaf effects, like the "Van Gogh" style
in Fig. 8.9 top-right, which is obtained by re-orienting the leaf primitives around
their corresponding HLP.

Figure 4.9: Different geometric abstraction degrees from complex models obtained using
combinations of leaf and high-level abstraction.

C HAPTER 5

S ILHOUETTE DRAWING

According to their importance in artistic or technical illustration - and especially in
pen-and-ink illustration and related technics - line drawing has enjoyed special attention in the field of non-photorealistic rendering. The problem of determining and
displaying relevant and meaningful lines in a similar manner to hand-drawn illustration is not trivial: several approaches have been proposed that formulate the line
drawing problem in different manners.

Figure 5.1: Contour detection and stylization.

On a high level, one has an input scene consisting of several objects given as 3D
geometrical descriptions (usually as polygonal meshes). The goal is to determine
a set of lines in the 2D image space that are related to the source input model in
a meaningful way for the human visual system, conveying information in a similar
way to hand-drawn sketches. This goal can be split into two parts: 1) how to define
the relevant lines and 2) how to determine and display them.
The first aspect is strongly related to disciplines like cognitive sciences and visual
arts, as it depends on the mechanisms involved in the human visual system. As far
as non-photorealistic computer graphics is concerned, several categories of visually
relevant lines can be found in drawings (a short review is given in [13]):
• silhouette or contour lines (the terminology may be different in the literature)
define the overall shape and delimit the physical boundary of an object or part
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Figure 5.2: Lines in computer-generated sketches.

of an object. Their importance as visual cues is highest, as it is possible to convey information about a scene by only using silhouettes. In terms of 3D geometry, silhouettes are usually defined as the regions where a surface turns away
from the viewer and becomes invisible. Thus, silhouettes are view-dependent
in nature.
• surface features like creases, valleys and ridges (see [37, 46, 85]) are viewindependent features that can help convey structure and complexity of objects.
Usually, they are defined in terms of the surface curvature or other geometric
properties.
• a novel category of lines are suggestive contours, proposed by [13]. Unlike
surface features, these are view-dependent and have de desirable property that
they can be rendered consistently with contours.
It can be noticed that the latter two categories of lines are mainly intended for the
illustration of smooth surfaces and objects and will not fit well to fragmented objects
like plants. Indeed, hand-drawn landscape imagery does not show significant use
of such surface cues: rather, only contours are used. Therefore, we will focus on
contours in this work.
The second aspect of the the line drawing problem - and therefore also of contour
drawing - is technical and computer-graphics specific in its nature: how can one
algorithmically determine and display different categories of lines given a source 3D
scene description? As it has been pointed out before in the introduction, two main
classes of algorithms can be distinguished, according to the space they operate in:
object space or image space.
• object-space: silhouettes are computed in the 3D space of the objects, directly
from the geometric description of the scene. The result is usually an explicit
description in the form of connected 3D or 2D line segments. Besides brute
force approaches that work by checking every edge of the model, some acceleration methods have been developed, like the algorithm of [46], [5] and more
recently the hardware-accelerated technique of [51]. This class of algorithms
have the advantage that the result lends itself easily to further processing, like
stylization by applying artistic features along the lines using a parametrization. The drawback is computational complexity: although optimized algorithms have been developed, computation time highly depends on the scene
complexity, which is a limiting factor in a real-time setup.
• image-space: the computation is performed in the 2D frame buffer in which
the 3D scene has been previously rendered. Different image processing algo-
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rithms are used to detect edges or discontinuities in frame buffer attributes like
depth, normal projections, color, etc. Thus, the result is a set of unconnected
pixels which are known to belong to the contour. Image-space contours derived from different buffers have been introduced by [67] and then re-iterated
in many following research works afterwards. The main advantage is speed,
because modern graphics cards allow all computations to be done in hardware,
with the drawback of admitting only very limited further processing, as there
is no easy way to compute a parametrization along the contour.
There have been also hybrid approaches, combining image with object space techniques, especially in the context of silhouette stylization, like in [56]. An interesting
but computationally costly method for computing silhouette lines of complex objects
is presented in [78]. The reasons for combining object- and image-space information
has its roots in the observation and analysis of hand-drawn imagery. While the 3D
shape of objects is inherently an object-space property, the artistic means to depict
shapes are 2D visual features (line strokes). Thus, a proper mapping from the 3D
object-space silhouette to 2D features is essential in obtaining convincing imagery.
Especially for animates sequences, this is not a trivial task as it implies considering
spatial and temporal coherence. Valuable considerations upon this matter can be
found in [37], based on a distinction between 2D coherence (coherent mapping of
strokes onto the silhouette screen projection) and 3D coherence (coherent mapping
of strokes onto the 3D shape of the object).
As for non-photorealistic rendering in general, most of the work upon line drawing
consider the illustration of simple, compact surfaces - geometric models that have
a well-defined silhouette. Again, plant models - or at least the plant foliage - tend
to be quite different in this respect: due to the fragmented nature of the polygonal
model, the direct computation of silhouette edges may not deliver satisfying results.
The problem is mostly that too many small lines are found, while artists only depict
a few suggestive long lines describing the overall shape. Thus, silhouette drawing
for plants has to be coped with some form of abstraction.
While it would be possible to use the implicit surface description of the foliage for
silhouette computation, this would prevent seamless integration with the leaf primitive rendering, as silhouette would be inconsistent with the leaf shape. For this
reason, but also for the fulfillment of the real-time requirement, we preferred the
computation of silhouettes in image-space, which we augment with stylization using
object-space information appropriately stored. This is somewhat an inverse situation
compared to other hybrid approaches, which compute silhouettes in object space and
then stylize them using 2D processing. This hybrid approach is described in detail in
the rest of this chapter.

5.1

Image-space contours

The general approach to image-based contour detection is to render depth, normals
and color g-buffers [67] in a first step, then detect discontinuities in these buffers, in
the second step, and combine them in the final image. For the plants, only depth discontinuities are used, similar to [20], because discontinuities of first and second order
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depth derivatives or normals are unsuitable for the fragmented foliage of plants. We
also found color or object ID-derived contours rather visually misleading by inconsistent overlapping with depth-generated contours. Besides, the focus of this work
is not on the detailed illustration of single plants, but on whole landscapes. We have
found the contours resulted from depth information sufficiently controllable such as
to adapt the level of detail and abstraction to the user’s requirements.
A conventional edge detection filter is used for contour detection, which evaluates a
pixel intensity p0 ∈ [0, 1] as the maximum depth difference to its eight neighbors in
a 3 x 3 neighborhood, controlled by a threshold t:
p0 = max sat ((di − d0 )c − t)
i

(5.1)

where sat(x) := max(0, min(1, x)) and di are the depths in a 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood. We use signed depth differences in order to obtain 1-pixel thick contours - this
fact will be used later in the stylization algorithm.
A common problem of image-space edge detection -as of most image-space techniques - is temporal coherence due to the limited screen resolution: as the camera
moves, contour pixel appear and disappear sometimes resulting in annoying popping
artifacts. This problem is even worse for fragmented objects like plants showing
complex contours or small isolated contour parts. We attempt to alleviate popping
by several means.
First, a particular choice that we make is that we do not threshold the result of the
filter to black or white, but also allow gray levels. In this way, contour pixels do not
appear and disappear suddenly, but with a gray level transition. This behavior is also
present in the stylization algorithm presented in the next section.
Optionally, the values can be passed to a further filter which removes isolated pixels
by checking the 3x3 neighborhood average and imposing each contour pixel to have
at least 2 neighbors:
X
p0 ← p0 ∗ sat(
dsat (pi − t0 )e − 2)

(5.2)

i
0

where t is a threshold that separates contour pixels from background(which has intensity 0), usually chosen close to 0.5.
However, artifacts like the one in Fig (a 1-pixel "hole") are not removed by this
filtering. A more effective way to deal with noise is to pre-filter the depth buffer
values. This task can be considered from a signal processing perspective: we want
to design a filter that removes high-frequency artifacts, but preserves low frequency
features.
Linear filtering - such as Gaussian smoothing - does not work well in this case, because they smooth out edges and thus impair the contour detection algorithm. A
non-linear, edge-preserving filter that should work well is the "posterization" Kuwahara filter ( [23]). However, the implementation is relatively complex, although not
impossible, on graphics hardware - which impairs real-time performance. We developed a significantly simpler filter with good results, a conditional morphological
dilation operator which will be described in the following.
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The depth image D contains values normalized in [0..1], where 0 is the nearest and
1 the furthest value. For a more intuitive discussion of filtering, we will reverse
the values in order to have 0 for the far background, as this is the common setup
for digital image processing. The dilation operator for this graylevel image can be
defined as:
DD(x, y) = max D(xi , yi )
i∈S

(5.3)

where S is the structuring element, usually a nxn neighborhood of (x, y). If directly
used, the effect is the extension of near surfaces, which would fill small holes but
also unnecessarily increase the size of the objects. Another morphological operator,
closing, addresses this issue by applying an erosion immediately after the dilation,
however it requires two steps. A more computational-efficient solution that we use is
to perform selective dilation. First, for a given pixel location, we compute the number
Na of neighboring pixels that are above the average value of the neighborhood (i.e.,
belong to surfaces that are closer to the camera than the average). Then, we apply
dilation only if Na exceeds half of the number of neighbors:

Nneighbors
,
2
D(x, y), otherwise

SD(x, y) = DD(x, y), if Na >

(5.4)

Hence, dilation is only applied at "isolated" pixels (holes) and not at the clearly
defined, smooth object boundaries. While a 3x3 structuring element is sufficient
to remove 1-pixel sized holes, one could use larger kernels or several iterations to
achieve the desired degree of small feature removal.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.3: a) One-pixel wide detected contours and b) result after additional noise removal
and dilation filter.

A nice characteristic of image-space contour detection is the fact that it is decoupled
from geometry processing and other transformations that the 3D scene might suffer:
it finds the contours of whatever has been previously rendered into the g-buffer and
therefore can be used in combination with the abstraction mechanisms we use for
plant rendering. A second advantage is its independence from the scene complexity:
processing time depends only on the screen resolution.
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Figure 5.4: Effect of adjusting the depth difference threshold.

5.2

Stylization

In hand-drawn sketches, the stylization of contours is a powerful technique for suggesting different scene attributes, like depth, separation of layers, importance etc.
In this section, a novel approach to real-time contour stylization in image space is
presented.

5.2.1

Stylization of line strokes

In computer generated imagery, stylization is achieved on the basis of the "pathand-stroke"-metaphor: a 1D path (curve or poly-line) is used as a support for an
extruded, "thick" 2D feature in the form of a polygon (see Fig.). This 2D area is
then filled with "strokes" (artistic features) in different ways according to the desired
style, for example with brush or pencil strokes. For this purpose, a parametrization of
the 2D domain is needed, so that artistic features in the form of images or procedural
textures can be mapped onto the path.
A key problem in stylization, and especially in an interactive setup, is the path parametrization. As already discussed in Section 3.2.6, this parametrization must fulfill
specific coherence criteria, which may be different for each style or semantics of the
drawing. Sophisticated solutions exist (like the parametrization of [37]), but they require an explicit geometrical description of the silhouettes as connected paths. This
in turn is computationally expensive, since it requires either object-space silhouette computation or a reconstruction of connected paths out of loose contour pixels.
Given the specific goals of our research, we elaborated an approximate parametrization that avoids these issues and works for image-space silhouettes within reasonable
computational complexity for real-time rendering.
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Image-space stylization

Although fast and easy to compute, conventional image-based contours have a major
drawback: the results are unconnected pixels, thus the potential for stylization is
very limited. We extend image-based contours with a novel approach to stylization
that applies user-defined 2D-textures onto silhouettes and avoids the requirement of
explicit silhouette description.
The main difficulty that has to be addressed is finding a parameterized 2D support
for the silhouette textures: generally, one needs one texture coordinate along the
contour, u, and the other perpendicular to it, v. We want to apply the style texture
as a post-rendering step in image-space (just after silhouettes are computed) and rely
on the 1-pixel wide detected contours as reference. We construct an approximate
parametrization, using additional information stored in the g-buffers.

(a)

(b))

(c)

Figure 5.5: a) Parameterization in image space: 1-pixel contours are expanded inwards (the
v coordinate). The parameterization along the silhouette is aproximated with the
length of the arc described by α on the HLP projection (the dashed line). b) 4channel SAM (silhouette art map) and c) zooming and rotation behaviour for this
SAM : the per-object 2D orientation vector is depicted, which is the reference
for α.

A suitable direction for v must satisfy two important requirements: it must be roughly
perpendicular to the contour and it must vary smoothly across the contour to avoid
~ of the HLP
sudden "jumps" in the texture. Thus, the image plane projection E
normal defined in the previous section seemed to be a good choice. During scene
~ at each pixel in the g-buffers. To compute the v
rendering, we store this 2D vector E
~ starting from the
coordinate at a pixel, the nearest contour pixel is searched along E,
current pixel. The v coordinate is then the distance to the contour pixel. If no contour
pixel is found within a fixed interval (p pixels), we skip the contour rendering for the
~ determines the width
current pixel - this means that the extent of the search along E
of the silhouette support that is expanded inwards (see Fig. 5.5a).
For the u coordinate along the contours we also use an approximation, because the
exact path length computation in real time along the 1-pixel wide detected contours
is not feasible. Instead, the length of the path is approximated by the corresponding
path on the HLP image-space projection (Fig. 5.5a) For spherical HLPs, this can be
~ The length
reduced to computing the angle α described in 2D by the same vector E.
of the arc determined by α is scaled according to the distance, so as to match the v
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coordinate (which is computed in pixels):
u=

cαr
d

(5.5)

where r is the HLP radius and c is a user parameter that controls the aspect ratio
(the stretching of the texture along the silhouette). In this way, as the camera moves
towards the object, the texture is not stretched, but rather new "strokes" are added as
u increases(Fig. 5.5c).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

~ encoded
Figure 5.6: Image-space parametrization of contours. (a) HLP normal projection E
~
in the red and green channels of the frame buffer; (b) the angle determined by E
in image space, used to determine u; (c) "intruded" contours - the v coordinate;
(d) stroke texture applied according to the (u, v) parametrization.

For a better understanding, the various steps of the parametrization process that we
described above are depicted on an example in Fig. 5.6 in terms of image-space
~ is a
buffer data involved in the computation. One can easily see that the vector E
key factor: the quality and properties of the parametrization depend upon its choice.
While the simple HLP normal projection works well for our plant models, it is imaginable - and worth further research - that more accurate models can be developed.
However, because u is computed in image space coordinates, the texture will not
follow the rotation of the object (shower door effect). We can partially compensate
this by maintaining a 2D orientation vector per object, V~O , that follows the apparent
rotation of the object in image space: V~O is initialized to (-1,0) and actualized each
frame according only to the rotation of the camera around the view direction (Fig.
5.5c). Then, the angle α is computed relative to V~O .
Summarizing, the basic image-space parametrization we constructed works by searching along pre-rendered 2D vectors and computing one texture coordinate as the distance to previously computed image-space contour pixels. A major limitation of the
basic algorithm is the fact that it is guaranteed to works well only for outer contours
that separate objects from the environment. For inter-objects outer contours or inner
contours of the same object, the issue depicted in Fig. 5.7 arises: the same contour
is being parametrized from both sides, as the 2D vector fields on each side of the
contour point towards it. This result in unpleasant "doubling" artefacts that need to
be properly handled.
In order to achieve this, we also render an ID-buffer and associate a distinct ID to
each parametrization patch. Then, contours can be only stylized from the side that
corresponds to their own ID. As Fig. 5.7c shows, this eliminates doubling and result
in much clearer contours.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 5.7: Contours doubling. Contours between different patches (a) are stylized from
both sides, resulting in unpleasant artifacts (b). This can be dealt with by rendering an ID buffer and comparing IDs, resulting in much clearer illustrations
(c).

5.2.3

Silhouette art maps

In order to define the style, a 2D texture structure similar to the tonal art maps (TAM)
of [61] is used, which we call silhouette art map (SAM). There are two differences
compared to the TAMs: 1) because the support has a fixed size on the screen, mipmapping is no longer needed and 2) each channel of the SAM can contain a different
silhouette style, without imposing a nesting property like for TAMs. Using multiple
channels (usually 4), the style can be changed along the silhouette, by selecting the
desired channel, i.e. style, according to different parameters, like shading (the tree in
Fig. 5.5c uses thicker silhouettes for darker shading, giving a hint on the lighting).
Like TAMs, SAMs can be design using a software tool that we developed for this
purpose, DrawSTAM, as described in Section 8.2.

5.2.4

Limitations and comparison to previous approaches

In contrast to previous image-based techniques that only allow implicit stylization
of contours (like the various drawing primitives of Deussen and Strothotte [20]), our
approach leverages explicit stylization in form of user-defined textures. Compared to
methods that explicitly render strokes like Kowalski et al. [41], there are some limitations in our approach. First, because the stroke texture are rendered in a single pass
on the support given by the 2D-expanded contours, strokes belonging to different
silhouettes cannot overlap. A possible extension of the technique would be the use
of multiple rendering passes to achieve overlapping strokes . Another limitation is
that silhouette art maps cannot be transparent, because the post-rendering processing
cannot recover the invisible surfaces that would become visible at transparent pixels.
Again, multiple rendering passes are a partial solution: we consider this as future
work.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.8: Contour stylization examples using different silhouette art maps.

Compared to more elaborate(and more computational expensive) parametrization solutions, like in Kalnins et al. [37], which allows for a trade-off between 2D and 3D
coherence, our approach can only maintain 2D arc-length coherence that looks well
for panning, zooming and rotation around the view direction. For more complex
transformation, texture may slide along the silhouettes - a common coherence problem for NPR animations. Since u is computed relative to a HLP, the continuity of the
contour parametrization is limited to that HLP - texture discontinuities will appear
at HLP boundaries. The visiblility of such artifacts is dependent on the actual style
texture. There is a controllable trade-off between texture "sliding" and discontinuities according to the number of continuous patches (HLPs): as te number of HLPs
increases, sliding is reduced but there are more discontinuities along the contours.
Due to the path length approximation, the uniformity of the parametrization along the
contour depends on how well the (spherical) HLP approximates the respective patch
of the object - the style texture may be more or less streched. These are, however,
far less disturbing effects than texture sliding and can be partially addressed by using
a better arc length approximation in Equation 5.5: one can use the 2D distance to
~
the HLP center (which can be computed from the length of the projection of the E
vector) instead of the constant HLP radius to compute a more precise arc length.
~
Another difficulty are inner contours that fall in object areas where the vector E
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is not well defined (close to HLP center). In this case, the parametrization is not
uniform and artifacts become visible. However, such cases are detectable by looking
~ We can then simply discard contours in such areas - this gives
at the length of E.
an additional "sketchy" touch (see for example Fig. 5.1) that can also be found in
hand-drawn artwork.
On the other hand, our method operates in image space taking full advantage of
hardware acceleration and thus it can handle very complex scenes.

Figure 5.9: More examples of stylized contours.
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C HAPTER 6

H ATCHING AND COLORING

6.1

Hatching

Hatching is a widely used technique in traditional pen-and-ink illustration as a versatile instrument in expressing a broad range of information like shape, shading and
surface properties. Consequently, a significant amount of work in non-photorealistic
computer graphics has been dedicated to hatching.

Figure 6.1: Hatching plant models.

Beyond purely technical aspects, aesthetical considerations can be found in several
works. The way in which artists draw strokes is specific to the style and subject. A
nice review of general pen-and-ink principles can be found in [85], inspired by classic
illustration text books ( [29, 45]). One can again observe that most of the research
has been carried for the illustration of compact, smooth objects, while landscape
illustration has also specific expression means.
Essentially, hatching can be simulated by placing and rendering hatch strokes of various size, shape, orientation and density. According to the space where this process
takes place, we distinguish:
• Object-space algorithms attempt to place hatch strokes directly onto the surface of a 3D object. Stroke locations are then projected onto the 2D image
plane and strokes are rendered at the projection points. The orientation of
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strokes must also be determined, as it is often an important visual clue. Just
as in the case of object-space silhouettes, coherence is a major issue: the 2D
shape, position, density and orientation of the strokes must behave in a coherent way as the object or camera are moving. This in turn impose often
conflicting requirements to the algorithm, such that an acceptable compromise
must be found
• Image-space algorithms adopt a different strategy which comes closer to handdrawing: strokes are placed directly onto the 2D image plane. Thus, stroke
density is automatically adapted to the 2D image. Depending on the source,
additional 3D information may or may not be available to compute a stroke
orientation according to the shape of the objects. For the same reason, frameto-frame coherence in the case of animations is difficult to achieve, making the
results suffer from the so-called shower door effect (2D artistic features appear
to stay fixed in the image plane while the object is moving). An advantage is
computational speed, as they do not depend on the scene complexity, but only
on frame buffer resolution.

Depending on how hatch strokes are stored and rendered, one can again distinguish
two approaches. The first approach computes locations of individual strokes, like the
painterly strokes of [53]. A specific category is stippling: [19,54,58,73]. In the work
of [30] smooth vector fields are hatch strokes are aligned to smooth vector fields
computed on the surface. Precedent works ( [21, 34]) used the principal curvature or
some surface iso-parametrization to align stroke direction - with the drawback that
curvature may not be always well defined at each surface point. A different approach
is followed by [18], which display strokes at the intersection of the surface with
orthogonal planes oriented according to skeletons.
The second approach avoids drawing hatch strokes individually as graphics primitives - which is expensive even on today’s hardware - storing whole hatching patterns as textures, in order to benefit of the fast texture mapping at rendering. Some
works that use this concept are the prioritized stroke textures in [68, 85] the art maps
introduced by [40] as well as the real-time hatching using tonal art maps of [61].

Figure 6.2: Example of computer-generated illustrations using hatching.

Extending pen-and-ink illustration from still images to animation or real-time applications brings about additional complications. As previously discussed for silhouette
drawing, temporal coherence becomes an issue. Image-based approaches like [42]
suffer from the so-called "shower door effect": as the object moves, strokes remain
fixed on the screen, very much like the glass pattern when a person is moving behind
a shower door. Object-space approaches are immune to this problem, but one needs
to adapt the stroke density and possibly also the orientation as the camera moves. It
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can be remarked that the human, artistic model that is used to simulate illustration is
of little help when trying to define a "coherent" behavior of strokes under dynamic
viewing conditions. There is simply no counterpart in human-drawn imagery, with
the possible exception of hand-drawn animated movies, which rarely use - if ever pen-and-ink hatching.
The same applies also for landscape illustration, therefore one need to define temporal coherence in a way that produces the most pleasant results. While illustration
of smooth surfaces has established specific standard coherent behavior - the alignment to curvature or vector fields - one can hardly do the same for landscapes. This
has technical reasons (curvature is not straightforward to define and use for noncompact models) as well as aesthetical reasons: in hand-drawn landscape sketches,
artist mostly straight, shorter strokes rather than following the curvature with long
strokes. Actually, long, curved strokes suggest "smoothness", which would simply
not apply to plants (except close-ups of larger trunks).
Given the efficiency requirements and the high complexity of the scenes, placing and
managing individual strokes is not a feasible approach for our purpose. Instead, we
follow the tonal art map (TAM, see Fig. 6.3) approach of Praun et al. [61], where
hatch strokes are stored at different discrete tone levels in textures, which are then
rendered using hardware-accelerated texture mapping. Tone transition is achieved
by interpolation between the levels. In order to maintain hatch density and width
when zooming the camera in and out, several mipmap levels of each tone are used.
A nesting property is imposed both among different tones and among the mipmaps
to avoid popping artifacts when changes in the tone or mipmap occur. Beside stroke
textures, another two elements are required for hatching: a parametrization of the
object and a shading model.

Figure 6.3: A tonal art map with 4 tone levels. The strokes of each tone level are included
in all darker levels to avoid switching artifacts. Mipmap levels (on vertical) are
constructed such that to preserve stroke width.

In order to minimize coherence problems, we developed a novel hybrid parametrization that combines the advantages of object and image space approaches. It is based
on a piecewise constant object space parametrization combined with an image space
offset computer within each constant piece and allows a trade-off between spatial
and temporal coherence. In the next sections, we discuss the algorithm in full detail.
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Dynamic Parametrization

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Mappings of a checkerboard texture on a tree surface: (a) an object-space spherical mapping - texture coordinates are computed using the projection onto a parameterized bounding sphere. The spatial coherence of the texture is compromised, except for the central region, where the different fragments of the object
(leaves) align perpendicular to the camera direction. The effect is worsened
by the fact that leaves are always drawn as facing the viewer. (b) our viewdependent mapping using HLPs.

As already discussed in the introduction, conventional object-space parametrization
(like the lapped parametrization used by [61]) is inappropriate for fragmented objects like plants (see Fig. 6.4). We address the coherence issues with a novel, viewdependent parametrization, based on the idea to combine the good spatial coherence
properties of image-space parametrization with the temporal coherence of objectspace techniques. Only the plant foliage will be considered, as trunk and branches
can use the conventional object space parametrization. The idea is similar to the silhouette stylization: we use the partition of the object into high-level primitives (see
the re-modeling process in Section 4.2) and attempt to construct a parametrization
for each HLP patch.
A simple object-space parametrization can be obtained by projecting 3D position
onto the HLP surface and using a parametrization of the HLP, in our case a sphere.
We parameterize each hemi-sphere as in Fig. 6.5a and thus associate each 3D point
with the 2D coordinates (Su , Sv ) =: Suv (φ, θ) ∈ [0, π) × [0, π) of its projection onto
the hemisphere it belongs to.
φ θ
Suv (x, y, z) = (m , n )
π π

(6.1)

where and n, m are the number of texture tiles along u and v, respectively. Such
a parametrization exhibits severe coherence problems shown in Fig. 6.4a, except in
the vicinity of the projection of the center. We take advantage of this property and
use the spherical parametrization to compute the texture coordinates associated to
~ from the HLP center C to the current eye position E (see
the viewing vector R
~ the reference vector and the corresponding texture coordinates
Fig. 6.5). We call R
the reference texture coordinates.
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Figure 6.5: (a) hemi-spherical parametrization; (b) actualization of reference texture coordinates, and (c) offset computation.

In order to avoid the discontinuities of the spherical parametrization defined above,
we use it in a view-dependent fashion by defining it centered in the current refer~ (Fig. 6.5b). As the camera position changes, the reference vector R
~
ence vector R
~ 0 . We store the reference texture coordinates per object and update them
changes to R
~ 0 relative to R
~ through the
according to the camera change by adding the offset of R
parameterization S:
0
~ 0 ) − Suv (R),
~
Ruv
= Ruv + Suv (R

(6.2)

~ thus Suv (R)
~ is actually
where S is the hemispherical parameterization centered in R,
~ always remains in the central area of the hemisphere (Fig. 6.5b) 0. In this way, R
assuming small frame-to-frame changes in the orientation of the object.
The second, image-space component of the texture parameterization for an arbitrary
point A of the object is an offset O relative to the reference vector/texture coordinates. As shown in Fig. 6.5c, the offset is first computed in the normalized device
coordinate system (image plane), then scaled such as to match the reference texture
coordinate units and added to the reference coordinates. We accomplish that by projecting the offset back to the camera coordinate system at the HLP surface (O’) and
approximating the corresponding angle on the sphere (division by the HLP radius):
~ xy (P · M C)
~ xy d π π
1 (P · M A)
Ouv = [
−
] /( , )
~ w
~ w d0 m n
r (P · M A)
(P · M C)

(6.3)

~ Ouv ,
Tuv = Ruv + f (A)

(6.4)
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where r is the radius of the HLP, M is the modelview matrix, P the perspective
projection, d, d0 are the distances EB and EB 0 , / denotes component-wise division
~ is an optional surface function defined in image-space,
of the 2D vector, and f (A)
~ = 1.
for now f (A)

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.6: Parametrization for hatching. (a) higher level primitives and HLP center projections; (b) image-space offset relative to HLP center projections, encoded in the
red and green components of the frame buffer; (c) checkerboard texture mapped
onto the object.

The orientation of the hatch texture is constant in image space, which implies a
shower-door effect when rotating around the camera’s viewing direction. This can be
compensated by using the same method as for contours, based on the 2D orientation
vector V~O . The texture coordinates computed above are simply aligned with V~O :
Ouv = QVO Ouv ,

(6.5)

where QVO is the matrix that performs the 2D rotation of the texture coordinates to
align the v-axis with V~O .

6.1.2

Including surface properties

Using the parametrization defined above, strokes will lack any parallax effects, since
the texture is simply applied in image space in a flat fashion (see Fig. 6.7a). Because
artists are using such hatching, this is often desirable (as opposed to hatching of
smooth objects, where strokes are aligned to surface curvature in order to express
~ can be used to "break" the flatness
shape). Alternatively, the surface function f (A)
of the hatch textures by incorporating different surface properties. For example, we
used camera-space depth as follows:
~ = 1 + c[ 1 (M A)
~ z − (M B
~ 0 )z ]2
f (A)
r

(6.6)

to suggest the shape of the object. As shown in Fig. 6.7b and c, stroke orientation is
still constant, but the distance between them varies with the distance to the camera,
creating a parallax effect and a hint of depth.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.7: Effect of different parametrizations on hatching: (a) flat parametrization according to Eq. (6.3), (b) non-flat parametrization according to Eqs. (6.6, and (c) nonflat parametrization with Eq. (6.6), but with the function f (A) discretized in 3
steps.

6.1.3

Shading model

An appropriate lighting and shading model for the generation of hatch tones is also
needed. The conventional photorealistic local lighting used for real-time rendering is
usually a variation of the lambertian model, which uses the dot product between light
~ ˙N
~ ∗ C ∗ IL
direction and normal, surface color and incident light intensity: ID = L
The light intensity is evaluated at each vertex of the model and the results are interpolated across triangles (Gouraud shading). The direct use of conventional local
illumination does not usually yield satisfying results, such that an enhanced variant
has been used:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.8: Lighting for sketchy renditions. (a) original model normals (top) and corresponding local illumination (bottom); (b) normals derived from HLP implicit
surface and corresponding illumination result in smoother tones; (c) ambient occlusion term and final lighting result.

• the contrast between light and dark areas is insufficient. Artists usually use
a small number of different tones when hatching plants, in order to keep the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 6.9: Tone for hatching. (a) shading result as in Fig. 6.8; (b) contrast enhancement;
(c) gray tone "banding" in three levels; (d) gaussian blur; (e) hatching with tonal
art map

Figure 6.10: Effect of adjusting tone on the same model.

light relationships clear. We can achieve more contrast by scaling the light
term relative to a reference value:
L0 = (L − Lref ) ∗ scale

(6.7)

as well as discrete tone levels by using a step function.
• except for the case where the object is very near to the camera, there is too
much high-frequency detail in the lighting compared to hand-drawn sketches,
that only detract the observer. We use two mechanisms to alleviate this problem:
– the geometric properties of the model relevant to lighting (normals) are
gradually combined with those more abstract of the computed HLP model,
which results in more abstract and smooth lighting (Fig. 6.8). The user
can decide the blending proportion between detailed and HLP model and
thus the degree of abstraction.
– a gaussian blurring step of the resulting lighting is performed (Fig. 6.9d).
The size of the blurring kernel can be chosen by the user (usually a 5x5
kernel is sufficient)
• global illumination effects can greatly improve the expressiveness of the sketch
by augmenting lighting relationships. We incorporate a simple form of global
illumination, ambient occlusion (Fig. 6.8 )
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Coherence

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6.11: Examples of hatching a tree model using different tonal art maps. A wide range
of styles is covered, from simple lines in (a) to "leafs" in (d).

Just as for contours, the mixture between object-space and image-space parameterizations cannot be fully temporal coherent: strokes appear to "adhere" to the object’s
surface only at the projection of each HLP center and there will be some texture sliding as the distance to the center increases. As an analysis of hand-drawn sketches
reveals, this approach matches most hatching styles for plants: strokes have a constant hatch direction, in contrast to the 3D-coherent, curvature-aligned strokes that
are used for smooth objects. Therefore, there is no obvious way to define a temporally coherent behavior for the former styles anyway. There is a trade-off between
temporal and spatial coherence according to the HLP size: with smaller HLPs, temporal coherence increases because there are more "adherence" points, but the spatial
coherence may decrease, as the stroke support becomes smaller more fragmented.
Because texture coordinates are computed relative to each HLP, there will be texture
discontinuities across the borders of the HLP patches. However, these artifacts tend
to be hidden by the complex, non-smooth structure of the foliage.
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Figure 6.12: More hatching examples.

6.2

Coloring

Adding color (or monochrome tones) to sketchy renditions can be done by using the
same source data available for photorealistic rendering (normals, textures), but an
adaptation of the abstraction degree and detail complexity is needed for a harmonious integration, just like in the case of other visual features. Although its use is
very limited in traditional pen-and-ink sketches, we decided to incorporate color in
our NPR framework: due to its orthogonality to the other visual features color can
convey valuable information and confers an additional degree of freedom in visual
communication.
The original textures of the model are inappropriate for abstract coloring. As primary
source color we compute average colors from the textures of the model. We the use
the HLP model to control the abstraction of lighting, by blending HLP normals with
the original model normals when performing lighting computations in the same way
as for hatching (see Section 6.1.3 above). This results in smoother, more abstract
shading of plants .If desired, a local non-photorealistic shading model can be used,

6.2. COLORING
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.13: (a) abstract color; (b) color and stylized contours; (c) "Van Gogh" colored leafs.

such as toon or Gooch shading, for instance [27]. However, the primary use of color
in our work is to convey additional information, as described in Section 9.2.
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C HAPTER 7

L EVEL OF D ETAIL FOR A BSTRACT
R ENDERING

Closely related to visual abstraction, the notion of level-of-detail control is widely
used in computer graphics. For real-time graphics systems based on polygon rasterization, level of detail is required for two reasons: 1) to allow efficient real-time rendering by reducing the amount of geometric primitives sent to the graphics pipeline
and 2) to avoid aliasing problems that occur when distant objects are rasterized (the
screen size of geometric primitives is small compared to the pixel size, resulting in
flickering). To alleviate these problems, subsequently lower detail representation are
rendered as the distance to camera increases. Most often, level of detail refers to geometry data, but it can equally apply to texture images or any other kind of data used
by the rendering system. In fact, a properly balanced level-of-detail management for
all the different data sets involved is highly desirable for efficiency and rendering
quality.

Figure 7.1: Level of detail by rendering a variable number of particles of constant screen
size (left) and billboard clouds (right).

However, since the three-dimensional model is used as support for every other kind
of data (color, textures, etc.), the geometric level of detail is of particular importance.
The different approaches and techniques for level of detail have been discussed in
Section 3.3. We have seen that plant models do not lend themselves properly to
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general mesh LOD techniques, but rather, due to their random and fragmented nature,
they require specially developed level-of-detail representations (billboard or particle
clouds, image-based representations, etc.).
Our context is efficient sketchy rendering out of 3D representations. Here, while
one faces the same basic problems, the requirements may be significantly different.
The most significant difference is the interference of level-of-detail and abstraction.
On the one hand, more abstract representations usually require a less detailed LOD,
on the other hand level-of detail control can and should be used as an abstraction
mechanism, as we have demonstrated in Section 4.2.
Another aspect is the difference in balance and meaning of level of detail. In photorealistic renditions the level of detail is adjusted using a linear scale based on some error
metric - the purpose of level of detail is to preserve similar visual quality at different
camera distances while increasing efficiency. In traditional abstract representations,
different abstraction degrees - and implicitly different levels of detail in a visual sense
- are used according to the importance of different objects or areas of the scene. Two
main mechanisms are usually present: 1) the artist deliberately highlights specific
objects according to his vision and 2) there is a tendence to increased abstraction of
the (unimportant) background, as also observed by Deussen [20]. While there is no
trivial method to handle the first mechanism automatically in a computer system, one
can and should take the non-linear level of detail into account.
We have briefly reviewed the different approaches to level of detail and their compatibility to plant models in Section 3.3. When rendering non-photorealistic imagery,
the range and specifics of applicable level-of detail techniques are also conditioned
by the employed rendering algorithms and vice-versa: the usable sketchy algorithms
are determined by the 3D representation - and therefore also by the level-of-detail
techniques - of the scene. Such issues have to be adressed before using sketchy
techniques in a level-of-detail capable environment.
As described in the previous sections, the non-photorealistic rendering techniques
developed throughout this work have been designed to work fairly independent of
the underlying geometric support. In Section 4 we have shown that abstraction can
be decoupled from the actual rendering of the model. Geometrically, one can look
at the different LOD representations in terms of their "graininess", ranging from
fine-grained (mesh, point clouds, layered depth images) through medium-grained
(bilboard clouds) to coarse-grained (billboards, sprites with depth). The term "graininess" thus refers to the size of the supporting geometric primitive. From this point
of view, the requirement for a LOD representations to work with our developed NPR
techniques is to allow the mapping to the HLP model as well as the computation of
different parameters based on this model. This translates in having a fine to mediumgrain representations and consequently allows the choice between the corresponding
several level-of-detail paradigms.
Given our abstract rendering approach, the level-of-detail problem admits an obvious
solution: rendering the foliage as a particle cloud (a set of leaf primitives distributed
in the foliage volume). Thus, one can control the level of detail by merely adjusting
the number of leaf primitives. Abstraction also works at the level of leaf primitives, such that it copes quite well with level-of-detail. However, supporting different
sketchy styles together with photorealism in the same framework requires a more
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complex approach, that can also cope with less abstract rendering. Moreover, rendering the plant foliage as a large number of particles has been found computationally
expensive and impairs performance for large scenes. A more efficient level-of-detail
control would be a significant benefit. Because of the requirement of variable abstraction degree, we need a flexible level-of-detail mechanism that works within the
whole domain between sketchy and photorealistic rendering.
Amongst possible choices, one can either extend the particle cloud rendering towards
photorealism or combine it with another rendering paradigm. The first category belongs to point rendering algorithms, which has also been explored for plants, for
instance in [17]. However, this tends to be significantly less efficient than billboardbased techniques as the point size becomes small. Since our goal is efficient rendering realistic outdoor scenes, we employ both level-of-detail paradigms and allow the
user to choose the most suitable (see Fig. 7.1).
The particle cloud rendering approach is only necessary for visual agglomerationstyle renderings and whenever a very pronounced abstraction of the 3D foliage shape
is necessary, as in childrens’ books (the HLP displacement presented in Section 4
only works well for particle cloud rendering). Even in this case, one can achieve
similar results by using the more efficient billboard clouds and simulating "particles"
in a hatch texture. The billboard cloud technique is described in detail in the next
section.

7.1

Billboard clouds on HLPs

Figure 7.2: The original billboard cloud representation for 3D objects(( [14]).

For the foliage, billboard clouds are a LOD mechanism that is compatible to most
of the NPR techniques as well as to less abstract or photorealistic rendering. Our
approach is an adaptation of the billboard cloud idea of Decoret et al. [14]. The original algorithm is designed for more conventional 3D models made up of compact and
smooth surfaces. Thus, the algorithm attempts to find a set of billboard slices that
optimally represent the original model and miminize a quality error metric. In the
original form, the algoritm is less suited for fragmented models like a tree’s foliage,
because such objects lack well-defined surfaces that are needed for good matching.
Rather, in most cases, the position and orientation of leafs exhibit a random distribution, except for particular cases of plants with very large planar leafs.
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In our approach, we attempt to cluster leafs into larger volumetric units, very similar
to the HLP re-modelling process described in Section 4. HLP matching is applied at
different scales (maximum HLP sizes), thus resulting in a variable number of HLPs.
By computing a simple billboard representation (textured cross billboard) for each
HLP, one achieves a more or less detailed approximation of the foliage - the less
detailed being one large HLP representing the whole foliage. The resulted representation is suitable for both photorealistic and sketchy rendering. For the latter, we
apply the same shape abstraction technique that we used for leaf primitive abstraction in Section 4.1 in order to obtain more abstract shapes. The effect is shown in
Fig. 7.3.

Figure 7.3: From left to right: HLP decomposition of a tree model resulting in a billboard
cloud representation that allows both photorealistic and sketchy rendering. In
the rightmost picture, it can be observed that the HLP billboard texture has been
processed such that to allow shape control towards more abstract shapes.

As Figure 7.4 shows, the HLP billboard cloud representation allows for good level
of detail control for both photorealistic and sketchy rendering and is computationally
more efficient than rendering particle clouds, as it will be shown in the results section.

Figure 7.4: Level-of-detail for photorealistic and sketchy representations.
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7.2

Higher-level primitive representation of skeleton

Our targeted sketchy renditions do not require extensive abstraction of trunk and
branches. However, level-of-detail control is still necessary in order to render the
scene in real time. For this purpose, a technique similar to the previously described
HLP fitting is used to compute billboard cloud representation at different levels-ofdetail. For trunk and branches, the primitives are cylindrical, as cylinder fit best for
most plant skeleton structures.
The algorithm for the billboard cloud generation is very similar to 8 except for some
issues specific to the cylindrical primitives:
• least squares line fitting is used for determining the axis of the cylinder containing a set of mesh triangles. Then, its length and radius is computed relative
to this axis.
• additional orientation constraints for the mesh triangles sharing the same cylinder are applied in order to obtain more natural-looking results. A triangle
can be added to a cylinder only if its orientation matches the orientations of
the other triangles in the cylinder, that is, its normal is perpendicular within a
threshold to the cylinder axis. (Fig. )
The algorithm attempts to group triangles into cylinders having a user-specified maximum length and radius (we found an aspect ratio value of 4 to work well on most
cases). For successive levels-of-detail, the cylinder maximum size is doubled and the
process is repeated. For fitting a cylinder onto a set of triangles (actually, their vertices), the function f itCyl() uses 3D line fitting and computes the radius and length
of corresponding bounding cylinder centered on the fitted line.

7.3

Plant Groups

To this point, we have considered only single plant models and developed algorithms
for the most important non-photorealistic rendering features that are used in traditional landscape sketches. However, the goal is the ability to render whole landscape:
thus, an analysis of the behavior of each technique when scaling to larger group of
plants is necessary.
Two main aspects have been analysed:
• visual scalability: the ability of our computer-aided visualization techniques
to mimic the mechanisms of traditional sketch in conveying plant groups as
such. In hand drawn imagery, vegetation parts are progressively joint together
as the distance from observer increases - an abstraction mechanism that works
an a higher level than of single plants and ensures a "clean" and structured
visual aspect.
• coherence: as the camera moves away and the screen size of single plants becomes small, the spatial coherence of some visual features (hatch and contour
strokes) is lost.
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Figure 7.5: Behaviour at increasing camera distance for silhouette stylization (left) and
hatching (right). The spatial coherence is lost, as the supporting parametrization patches become to small.

The different algorithms described in the previous sections are more or less prone to
scalability problems, according to their different mathematical substrate:
• Abstraction of leaf shapes is scale-independent to a high degree, as the leaf
screen size remains constant when zooming. This is no longer true when rendering billboard clouds as described in the previous section, but in this case the
level of detail control still ensures the adaptation of the abstraction according
to the screen size to a satisfactory level for most rendering styles.
• Contour detection in image space scales well to plant groups due to its inherent abstraction of details (depth differences for far objects are made smaller
using a non-linear, projective distribution of values in the depth buffer). In contrast, stylization is performed according to a parametrization based on fixed
reference points in model space, leading to objectionable lack of coherence
(high fragmentation) for far objects, as their screen size becomes small relative to the stylization strokes (see Fig.)
• Since it is based on a similar parametrization, hatching suffers from the same
problems as stylization contours: hatch strokes loose coherence as objects become small on the screen (Fig.).
• Coloring may also be prone to coherence problems if the differences in color
among small objects in a neighborhood are significant, resulting in a "moiree"
effect. Since this is not related to parametrization issues, it can be addressed by
simply blurring the color. We render so-called "far maps" (blurred orthogonal
views of the vegetation that approximate a smooth varying "overall" color) and
progressively use it instead of the original per-model color.
Theferore we see that the most difficult problems arise for contour stylization and
hatching as the parametrizations used for mapping stroke features on the screen become inadequate at some distance. As detaild in the sections dedicated to those
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Figure 7.6: The density of per-HLP parametrization reference points (HLP centers in left
image) is reduced as the distance increases, by progressively using less references (right). The red borders show the use of HLP centers(near), whole plant
centers(middle) and a set of evenly distributed points (far) in order to preserve
larger piecewise continuous areas.

techniques, they essentially rely on local, piecewise continuous and smooth parameterizations relative to certain world space reference points - the centers of higher
level primitives. As the camera moves away, the density of reference points increases
and the screen size of their associated continuout patches decreases: therefore, the
problem can be addressed by progressively reducing the number of reference points
with increasing distance(Fig. 7.6).
Thus, our general approach to scaling issues is to extend the algorithms that are
prone to problems such that they operate at a higher level than HLP centers as soon
as the distance to camera increases. In practice, this is not trivial, because a more
or less smooth transition must be provided between different levels of operation, in
order to avoid popping artifacts. Another difficulty is the necessity, in extreme cases,
to operate beyond the boundaries of single objects. This is required as even whole
objects become to small on the screen at some distance and begin to suffer from the
abovementioned aliasing problems. In order to overcome such problems efficiently,
plant must be grouped together such that they form entities that are large enough on
the screen to allow a sufficiently continuous parametrization.
Again, the decoupling of the HLP abstraction model, as well of the NPR techniques
built upon this model, from the actually rendered geometry is the key feature that
allows for a relatively simple solution. The parametrizations developed in Sections
5.2 and 6.1 only rely on reference points (normally HLP centers). One can simply
substitute HLP center with other reference points. Virtually any 3D location can be
used as reference, but, of course, only points that are within the volume covered by
plants really make sense, together with some estimate of the volume part that they
cover. We employ a simple scheme in two steps, according to the distance to camera
(Fig. 7.6):
• the first stage uses one reference point per plant model (located at the center of
the foliage)
• the second stage goes beyond single plant models and uses one reference point
for several plants. This is effectively equivalent to grouping several plants together with respect to NPR parametrization and rendering, but without having
to merge their geometry.
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The choice of reference points for the second stage is, however, not trivial. Ideally,
one should ensure that reference points are contained within the vegetation volume,
otherwise artifacts may appear in the contour stylization. We use an evenly sampled
grid on the surface of the terrain supporting the vegetation. This works well enough
for hatching, but contour stylization may encouter objectionable artifacts at large
distances. Because our main focus is walking perspective and the necessity of larger
parametrziation patches was recognized in a later phase of this work, we leave a
more suitable reference point generation to a future research. For a proper choice of
references, a segmentation process must be applied to the scene in order to recognize
larger groups of vegetation and compute appropriate reference points. This should
lead to more pleasant results for distant plant groups.

Figure 7.7: The effect of replacing reference points on stylization (top) and hatching (bottom). The left images show the per-HLP parametrization showing coherence
problems, while right images show spatially coherent strokes obtained adapting
the reference point density as described in this section.

Avoiding geometric merging of models together is a significant advantage in large
scenes because merging would prevent the use instantiation (a single model rendered
multiple times across the scene) which, in turn, would lead to much increased memory requirements for geometry data.

C HAPTER 8

I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS

In the previous sections, a set of solutions for generating different sketchy visual elements have been proposed. In complying with the initial requirements, especially
the interactivity, an important role is played by the implementation: even if the algorithms were specifically developed for simplicity and limited computational demands, real-time rendering still requires a careful and fast implementation. In this
sense, the computational resources of modern, programmable graphics hardware are
a valuable starting point and have been extensively used. We start with a brief review
of the computational model of today’s real-time computer graphics. Afterwards,
we can proceed with implementation details to each non-photorealistic technique, as
well as their integration in a common framework.

8.1

Programmable graphics hardware and interfaces

Figure 8.1: Direct3D architecture. The programmable pipeline stages have been highlighted.

The general model behind real-time computer graphics has been outlined in Section .
While the standard graphics pipeline would not be able to accommodate for the fairly
complex computations required, the programmable pipeline of modern hardware offers a much more versatile environment and is able to host a reasonable amount of
computation.
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8.2

I MPLEMENTATION AND R ESULTS

Implementation of non-photorealistic elements

As this was a design goal, most of the rendering algorithms described in this work can
take advantage of modern programmable graphics hardware: they are implemented
as vertex and fragment programs (see Fig. 8.1). The rendering process is split into
two main parts.
In the first stage, the scene is rendered into a multiple buffer with all the attributes
necessary for further processing. Level of detail control, leaf primitive and 3D shape
abstraction is carried during the actual rendering. The computation of the parameters
~ derived from the HLP model - most notably the HLP normal vector projection, E
as well as the hatch texture parametrization is also performed here and stored into
2D buffers.
In the second part, the attributes collected in the multiple buffers are processed in
order to construct and display the different illustration elements, which are combined
together according to the parameters specified by the user. The light tone for hatching
is computed as a blurred grayscale image of the color image stored in the buffer
and the pre-sampled hatch texture is applied accordingly. Image space contours are
detected using depth buffer information and stylized by applying the silhouette art
map after the computation of a 2D parametrization.

Figure 8.2: Layout of the rendering pipeline: part one is computing multiple buffers, part
two does the final rendering.

The implementation and test setup was a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 with nVidia GeForce
6600 graphics and the Microsoft DirectX API using 2.0-class vertex and pixel programs (equivalent to OpenGL’s GLSL programs). For rendering different attributes
of the scene into a multiple buffer, we use the capability of modern graphics hardware that allow pixel programs to write into multiple render targets (frame buffers)
and thus avoid multiple render passes.
Some implementation details of the different NPR visual features depicted in Fig. 8.3
is described in the rest of this section. Their integration is controlled by parameters
which can be continuously varied between 0 and 1; for each technique, the associated
parameters are briefly described.
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Figure 8.3: An overview of rendering styles. The axes correspond to sliders in our interactive
editor.

8.2.1

High level abstraction.

The computation of the HLP model, together with level of detail, is done in a preprocessing step and following attributes are stored at each vertex: the normalized
~ HLP and the distance dHLP from the original position to the HLP
HLP normal, N
surface.
Parameters. At rendering time, a parameter controls the blending between the original and the HLP geometry, which is implemented in the vertex program as described
in Eq. 4.8

8.2.2

Silhouette detection

Real-time silhouette detection is implemented in the post-processing shader. The
edge detection filters have been described in Section 5.1 and are straightforward to
implement.
Parameters. The user can specify the edge detection threshold and thus can display
more or less contour lines.

8.2.3

Silhouette stylization

This part is also implemented in a post-process pixel program, which relies on the 1pixel wide contours detected as in the previous section. The core of the algorithm is
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the 2D parametrization of the lines which is performed in image-space by computing
(u, v) coordinates at each pixel.
For the v coordinate perpendicular to the contour, a search in the frame buffer is per~ in
formed, starting from the current pixel in the direction indicated by the vector E,
order to determine the distance to the furthest contour pixel within a neighborhood.
Because pixel programs are limited with respect to the number of available instructions (loops must be unrolled), one must set a finite limit to the search distance.
The maximum width of the silhouette support that is handled in our implementation
is 16 pixels, but this number can be increased at the cost of longer shaders: each additional pixel requires a texture sampling instruction, as well as updating the distance
to the origin of the search.
Parameters. The user can specify the stroke texture (silhouette art map - SAM),
the width of the contour support (up to the maximum size allowed by the implementation) and the scaling of the SAM along the contour (thus being able to stretch or
squeeze the strokes).

8.2.4

Leaf shape and size

Leaves are rendered either as variable-size particles or as billboard clouds. In the
former case, each particle is represented by a 3D location which is expanded to a
camera-facing triangle in the vertex shader. The variable shape leaf texture is mapped
onto this triangle and the shape is determined by the alpha threshold. Optionally, the
leaf outline is drawn by darkening the pixels with alpha in the vicinity of the border
alpha.
If billboard clouds are used, one cannot control the size of the primitives, but only
the shape (more or less abstract).
Parameters. The size and the shape of the leaves, as well as the thickness of the leaf
outline.

8.2.5

Hatching

The parametrization needed to apply hatch stroke textures (tonal art maps - TAMs)
is computed in the vertex shader, as described in Section 6.1. Although it is applied
in the post-processing, we preferred to sample the stroke texture in the first rendering
stage (pixel shader) to avoid texture coordinate precision issues. Then, in a postprocessing pixel shader, the desired tone combination is selected according to smooth
lighting and contrast settings.
We also developed software tool to allow easy design of art maps (both SAMs and
TAMs), DrawSTAM. The graphical user interface can be seen in Fig. 8.4. In order to
increase interactivity, DrawSTAM can be used either as a stand-alone application or
integrated in the rendering system. The second option allows interactive "on-the-fly"
painting of art maps with immediate feedback: as the user paints a stroke onto the art
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Figure 8.4: User Interface for drawing tonal art maps (TAM) and silhouette art maps (SAM).

map texture, it becomes immediately visible in the rendered image, which makes the
user interaction very intuitive.
Parameters. The tonal art map (TAM) texture can be specified, as well as tone
level and contrast (as the tone level becomes bright, hatch strokes are disappearing,
because the brightest tone in a TAM is considered to be pure white, i.e., no strokes).

8.2.6

Color

Abstract color is computed in the first rendering stage, using a user controlled blend
between the abstract shading model described in Section 6.2 and photorealistic shading.
Parameters. The amount (saturation) of color that is being blended in the sketch can
be specified. The abstraction degree of the color can also be controlled, from realistic
to abstract.

8.2.7

Photorealism

In order to achieve maximum flexibility, the rendering pipeline also allows seamless
transition to photorealistic rendering. Due to the parametrized structure of the whole
NPR pipeline, this can be easily implemented by controlling a set of parameters
during rendering. As the photorealism-sketch control parameter goes from 1 (sketch)
to 0 (full photorealism), the following parameters also change their value:
• the high-level abstraction blending parameter changes from its currently set
value to 0 (no HLP)
• edge detection filter threshold from current value to 1 (no silhouettes)
• line thickness from the current value to 0 (no lines)
• leaf shape from its current value to the original leaf shape
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• hatch tone from the current value to brightest (no hatch strokes)

• color saturation from the current value to full color and color abstraction from
the current value to realistic color

Additionally, several changes in the rendering process also occur, in order to account
for changes in level-of-detail and the transition from abstract leaf primitives to the
original model.

The need of a blend between sketch and photorealism may not be obvious, but, at a
second glance, it offers several advantages:

• the possibility to easily obtain renditions in-between photorealism and sketch
allows a continuous range of expression possibilities if the degree of realism is
associated a semantic (for example, the degree of certitude in plan)

• seamless visual transitions as such can be used to create a language to express
"landscape stories"

8.2.8

Style combination

The visual style - i.e., the appearance of the scene in the final image - is controlled
by the parameters corresponding to each sketchy element which can be set by the
user. In a practical visualization setup, however, applying a single style over the
entire scene is not very useful, as different parts of the scene need to be highlighted
or separated from other (it was the very goal of this research to allow differentiation
of landscape aspects). Thus, the ability to combine several style in the same view is
essential.

Technically, this is achieved by splitting the original landscape in several layers - this
is common practice in landscape planing and architecture anyway. Then, each layer
rendered in a separate step using its own set of rendering parameters, thus its own
style (see the images in the color plates - Fig. 8.9).
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Results

As already mentioned in the introduction, the techniques described throughout this
work have been integrated in a landscape visualization system software, Lenne3D.
For the end user, there is no difference in usage compared to photorealistic visualization. Again, the goal was to provide a flexible framework for sketchy visualization.
Rather than simply implementing a set of pre-defined rendering styles, we provide a
seamless blend of several visual sketchy features as shown in Fig. 8.3. Consequently,
the palette of styles that can be obtained is quite wide, as Fig. 8.6 demonstrates for
a single tree. Of course, one could even generate even more styles, since the combination of parameters is free. However, due to the initial requirements of this work,
certain rendering styles may be more useful than other in real visualization scenarios.
For example, typically, one would favor styles that use few features over other more
densely illustrated whenever additional information is to be blended in the visualization, as we will demonstrate in the next chapter.
Table 8.1 shows the rendering performance for the relatively complex scenes in Figures 1.3, 8.5 and 8.7 - scenes containings thousands of plant models summing up
over a hundred million triangles can be rendered. We compare photorealistic rendering (using moderately complex local shading) with the two rendering approaches
that can be used with our NPR techniques, billboard clouds (similar to photorealism)
and leaf primitive clouds. It can be observed that frame rates for NPR with billboard
clouds are comparable to or better than traditional photorealistic rendering, while leaf
primitives are significantly less efficient. The main reasons that lead to this performance penalty is the "graininess" - density of required geometric primitives- being
much higher, which implies an increase in both the number of rendered primitives
and the depth complexity of the scene (higher pixel fillrate). However, leaf primitive
renditions can still be used if desired.
An accurate comparison to photorealism is also difficult to make because NPR performance may depend on the chosen styles and the degree of abstraction. For NPR
renditions, usually a lower level of detail is necessary, resulting in less drawn primitives. This more aggressive reduction tends to asympthotically balance out the computation overhead of NPR algorithms for larger scenes.
As discussed in the previous section, combining different styles in one view requires

Figure 8.5: Sketchy renditions of trees.
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Figure 8.6: A few rendering styles obtained with different combinations of rendering parameters of our NPR framework.
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Figure 8.7: Left column: the same scene with photorealism (top), NPR particle rendering(middle) and NPR billboard clouds(bottom). Right column: a creek scene
with different degrees of abstraction.
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PR

Fig.
8.5(a)
8.5(b)
8.7(a)
1.3(a)
1.3(c)

#plants/k∆
72/5,800
140/14,800
10,000/917,300
1,200/93,134
4,000/378,106

#k∆
88
490
736
334
678

% lod
1.51
4.1
0.08
2.82
0.1

fps
29
15
2.7
4.1
5.1

NPR billboard clouds

NPR leaf primitives

#k∆
8.6
100
247
134
397

#k∆
96
148
644
-

% lod
0.15
0.7
0.03
1.13
0.04

fps
34
17
3.2
7.4
6.6

% lod
1.65
1.0
0.07
-

Table 8.1: Rendering performance for different scenes at a resolution of 1024x768. The lod
column indicates the percentage of the total geometry of the scene is actually
rendered.

the post-processing shaders to be run once for each style. Although the time spent in
post-processing of one layer is constant for a given screen resolution (it was approximately 20 ms on our system at a resolution of 1024x768 pixels), it can significantly
reduce performance if many styles are combined. Constant post-processing time and
the level-of-detail technique ensures a total rendering time that varies with the scene
size according to the level of detail performance, allowing the rendering of realistic
outdoor scenes in real-time. Faster graphics hardware and a more optimized implementation should significantly improve performance. Particularly, one can think
of optimizing level of detail control specifically for NPR (currently, the same linear
LOD control is used).
Fig. 8.9 shows the same scene rendered in a variety of abstraction levels - the capability of our system to combine several rendering styles in the same view is also
illustrated. All renditions are produced with a frame rate of some images per second. We expect the gain in comprehensibility and flexibility to make our framework
a viable alternative for the visualization of complex landscapes. Another interesting
feature is the user interaction: our system allows the user to paint the silhouette and
hatching textures of each layer on-the-fly (in a small window), such that the effect of
every added stroke can be seen immediately in the scene (see Fig. 8.4). We expect
that such a feature will contribute to more control and "feeling" of the potential user,
very much like in traditional drawing, only benefiting from computer automation.

fps
6.5
5.5
1.1
-
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Figure 8.8: Continuous transition from PR to NPR. The bottom-right image shows embedded data visualization, as described in the next chapter.
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Figure 8.9: Different views of a scene.
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Figure 8.10: Zooming in and out.
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Figure 8.11: Several other abstract renditions. Left column, from top to bottom: Van Gogh
look (abstract, elliptical leafs around the HLPs), combination of different styles,
pen-and-ink. Right column: a water and underwater scene.

C HAPTER 9

I N - SITU V ISUALIZATION OF
E NVIRONMENT DATA

9.1

Environment Data in Landscape Scenes

The representation and visualization of the nature and environment as vegetation
structures on a terrain model is direct and intuitive, but often not sufficient for analyzing and communicating complex environmental processes. These require the
interpretation of additional data in the context of some mathematical models of the
environment. Data concerning the soil, water, temperature, erosion etc. play a crucial role in a durable environment development and their availability is increasing,
especially through the use of geographical information systems (GIS).
Currently, landscape data is visualized either on conventional, hand-drawn maps or
using computer-aided versions based on geographical information systems. Both
variants are two-dimensional (although some visualization tools allow the data to be
projected on the 3D terrain model) and both make use of quite complex semiotics
and semantics that, although organized according to certain principles ( [4]), prevent
them to be easily understood by the lay audience.
With the emergence of true 3D landscape visualization techniques, as vegetation becomes directly visible in its complexity, the question how to integrate abstract data
with direct landscape visualization arises. The main obstacle is the visual complexity of the nature in a (pseudo)realistic view, which prevents the embedding of surface
ecological data, except for some simple setups (Fig. 9.1). The importance of in-depth
scientific visualizations of landscape and ecosystems is pointed by [57]: "The use of
sophisticated visualizations does not prevent the responsible scientist from communicating salient environmental issues powerfully and clearly. In fact, the techniques
enable non-visual ecosystem characteristics such as stress, vigor, pathogen risk and
fire hazard to be shown in the same setting as the evident and sometimes misleading
size and color of the vegetation."
As it will be described in the rest of this chapter, one important benefit of sketchy
landscape rendering is the possibility to map abstract data onto the landscape and incorporate it in the rendition. In contrast to conventional, photorealistic visualization,
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Figure 9.1: Left: example of GIS-aided visualisation of indicators (air pollution in Rhein
valley 1 ). Right: visualization of simulated possible flight routes of the Myotis
myotis 2

the control over the degree of abstraction makes it possible to obtain suitable rendering styles that leave enough place for additional data to be rendered in the same view.
Such a feature is of great interest in many application fields where data obtained from
geographical information systems, ecosystem simulation, measurements, etc. needs
to be visualized in a meaningful fashion - directly related to the underlying landscape
model.
It should be stated clearly again that exhaustive coverage of the large variety of
ecosystem data available from different sources is beyond the scope of this work.
Rather, we will restrict to some representative and widely used examples: 2D data
sets defined onto the terrain surface. This chapter is intended as a demonstrative
application of the techniques developed in the present work rather than a complete
visualisation system which would require additional research.

9.2

Scalar Data Visualization

One of the simplest and most widely used category of landscape surface data is a
scalar field. It is usually available as a discrete set of values defined on a regular 2D
grid domain in the xy plane of the terrain, analogous to the way a digital image is
defined:
S : D ⊂ R2 → R

D = {(xi , yj ) ∈ R|xi = x0 + i∆x, i = 0 . . . Nx − 1,
yj = y0 + j∆y, j = 0 . . . Ny − 1}

(9.1)

(9.2)

Because the evaluation and processing of a data set defined as above usually require the computation of a value at arbitrary 2D locations across the (continuous)
1
2

Eckart Lange, www.nsl.ethz.ch/ lange/rheintal/rhein.html
Sigrid Hehl-Lange, www.nsl.ethz.ch/ lange/goldau/goldau.html
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domain [x0 . . . xNx ] × [y0 . . . yNy ], a proper interpolation scheme must be provided
with the data. A common example is a piecewise constant interpolation, which determines constant values inside the grid cells defined by 9.2, commonly called "pixels". Of course, other (better) interpolations exist, an interesting paper to the subject
is [77]. Sophisticated interpolation strategies may be required sometimes, which can
be derived according to the Nyquist sampling theorem of reconstructing a continuous
function from discrete values.
Usually, bi-linear interpolation is sufficient for the visualization of landscape data
and will assumed in the following sections, unless other specified. It also has the
advantage of being natively supported by most graphics hardware.
As to the domain of values of the data, in the scientific visualization literature one
can distinguish two main classes:
• Label fields: only a few discrete values (labels) are allowed. Such a data set
is typically the result of processing and interpretation (segmentation) of other
data sets. Label fields are used to express qualitative properties or to classify
the different regions of a domain.
• Scalar fields: data values are allowed in a continuous range [vmin . . . vmax ] and
quantify a quantitative property.
Although label fields can be regarded as a particular case of scalar fields, the restriction of the domain to a few values as well as their qualitative semantics can lead to
specific visualization techniques

9.2.1

Representing Scalar Data with Visual Elements

Scientific visualization of data is the process of constructing a representation of a
source data set that can be made available to the human visual system, by displaying
it on a device such as a CRT or LCD monitor, printing, etc. Because both source data
and the contained relevant information that is the target of interest are various, there
are many visualization techniques tailored to specific applications.
Among these, a major difference is made by the amount of processing of the original
data set. While some application can do well with very simple or no processing (data
displayed as it is), other require sophisticated algorithms for extracting and refining
the relevant features from the raw input data which is otherwise useless. In this work
we are not concerned with data processing, which is mostly application-specific, but
rather focus on the final, display step of the visualization process.
In the context of landscapes and GIS software, scalar data is usually visualized as a
"3D map": it is converted into a texture (containing color or hatching) which is then
projected onto the terrain model. While such a setup is more flexible than a conventional map, it still misses a direct relationship to vegetation and other landscape
features.
We follow the same idea for abstract data, but onto a 3D representation that also
contain vegetation. Then, we can "borrow" a NPR visual element (hatching, color,
silhouette style, etc.) by choosing a rendering style that does not make use of it
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Feature
Abstraction

Label field
• More than two abstraction
degrees may be difficult to
distinguish, thus only suitable
for binary label fields

Silhouette density

• Suitable for binary label
fields (presence/absence of
silhouettes)
•• A different style can be
used for each label.
• Ambiguous, except for
binary label fields (presence/absence of hatching)
•• Each pattern can represent
a label.
•• Well suited, each label can
be represented as a different
color

Silhouette style
Hatch tone

Hatch pattern
Color

Scalar field
• Usage is limited to low
precision data, where an
rough estimative visualization is sufficient or the data itself is an estimate (example:
fire hazard).
◦ Ambiguous, not suitable.

◦ Not quantifiable.
• Can be used for low and
medium precision.
◦ Not quantifiable.
•• Best suited, especially
with an application-specific
color map.

Table 9.1: Suitability of visual features for representing label and scalar fields.

and map the domain of values of a scalar data field onto this parameter. This works
because different visual features can be independently controlled in our rendering
pipeline.
However, the mapping between data and visual feature should be carefully chosen
according to the data semantics. In general, a good representation for a label field
requires the ability to easily distinguish between the different labels. Scalar fields in
turn, require a easily quantifiable visual cue. According to this principle, a subjective
classification of different elements of our pipeline has been given in in Table 9.1.

9.2.2

Handling Multiple Scalar Data Fields

An obvious extension - and a standard requirement in many applications - is to render
several scalar fields simultaneously as different NPR parameters. However, in the
case of multiple fields, care must be taken if a symmetrical mapping is required,
that is, all fields should have an equal visual importance. A possible mapping that
accomplish this is given in Fig. 9.3, which uses different colors for three hatching
patterns.

9.2.3

Time-Dependent Data

Since ecosystems are not static, but rather exhibit complex dynamics over time, the
analysis of their evolution, based on the evaluation of data at different points in time,
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is a valuable source of information. We are also able to handle time-dependant data
and thus visualize the evolution of an ecosystem over time. A time-dependant data
set is usually given as a set of scalar or label fields:
S : [t0 , t1 . . . tN ] × D ⊂ R2 → R

(9.3)

It can be visualized using the same mapping technique described above, the only
additional requirement being a proper interpolation function over time. We use linear
interpolation on the time axis and thus tri-linear interpolation in the whole data set, as
it is readily available in graphics hardware. Using this interpolation, one can compute
the values of the data set at a given time and visualize it as in the previous section:

S(t) = (1 − ut )Sti + ut Sti +1
ti ≤ t < ti+1
t − ti
ut =
ti+1 − ti

9.3

(9.4)

Implementation

The mapping of scalar or label fields onto visual features as described above is well
suited for our rendering pipeline, since all visual features can be either seamlessly
controlled by parameters in the range [0.0. . . 1.0] or specified by the user as textures
(hatch and silhouette strokes). However, as described in detail in 8, visual controls
are implemented in different stages of the rendering pipeline, which in turn influences
the way data is made available to the pipeline. Among the features shown in Table
9.1, abstraction is mostly performed in the early stage of the pipeline (vertex shader)
while the other are done in post-processing.
While, of course, feeding the scalar field at the beginning of the pipeline would
ensure that all features can be used for mapping, this raises serious complications:
sampling the scalar data from inside the vertex shader is not straightforward and
would put a significant burden on the rest of the pipeline. Thus, also given the fact
that the goal is not an exhaustive system, but rather exemplary visualization, we
decided to only use the post-processing stage for data visualization, leaving a more
complete implementation for an eventual commercial system.
In this case, data can be presented as textures in the graphics card memory, benefiting
from the fast sampling and processing of the graphics hardware. The work flow is
presented in Fig. 9.2 and uses the depth buffer to perform a projective texturing of
the scene. For each pixel in the frame buffer, the computations are performed in the
following steps:
• using the frame buffer depth data, a 3D position in camera space is computed
by applying the inverse of the projection matrix.
• the 3D location in world space is computed by applying the inverse of the
modelview matrix.
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Figure 9.2: Embedding non-visuals in the landscape: the depth buffer is used to retrieve the
world-space position at each pixel in order to projectively map a scalar field onto
the scene (on the color attribute in this example).

• projective texturing is used to sample the data texture at the 3D location. The
projection is similar to that used for terrain (orthogonal, on the z axis pointing
upwards).
Obviously, the first step introduces numerical precision issues, as both depth and
2D pixel coordinates are discrete (limited in precision). However, the introduced
artifacts are practically invisible, because the subsequent processing does not change
the view and projection transformations and thus the sampling density is preserved.
Using the technique described above results in scalar data being made available to
the post-processing stage of the rendering pipeline which, in turn, maps this data onto
visual features accordingly.

9.4

Results

In this section, we have partially explored the potential of sketchy landscape visualization to be usefully combined with scientific visualization of abstract environment
data. Not only that such abstract representations leave sufficient room for additional
visual information to be blended in, but they also lend themselves quite well as transporters of such information.
The key property that allow this kind of usage is the independent control of the various visual features, which can be thus correlated with scalar data values. The affinity
of different visual features to various data semantics has been analyzed and should
be taken into account in order to obtain meaningful visualizations.
The implementation in the sketchy rendering pipeline is lightweight and could be
chosen such that only the final stage is affected. The data to be visualized is fed as a
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Figure 9.3: Views of a scene. From top to bottom, left column: photorealism, 3D sketch,
scalar field(via a colormap). Right column:triple scalar field using different
hatch stroke color; two scalar fields using color and hatching; two scalar fields
using color and silhouette style.
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texture in the post-processing pixel shaders, where it is mapped onto visual features
controlled by the user. Thus, the whole process is hardware-accelerated and also
supports time-dependant data visualization.
Of course, in a practical visualization system it is possible and desirable to also incorporate explicit, traditional visualization techniques, such as volume rendering or
illuminated field lines, which also fit well in interactive sketches. We expect significant benefits for such an integrated visualization approach.

C HAPTER 10

C ONCLUSION

In this research work, we have investigated alternative approaches to real-time visualization of complex ecosystem models and associated environmental data on the
basis of interactive sketches. Our framework is able to render realistically complex,
GIS-generated scenes according to the user’s specification with respect to abstraction
degree and different visual styles that can be seamlessly integrated together, as well
as with photorealistic renditions. Furthermore, visualization of environmental data
can be embedded in the same interactive visualization.
Our primary motivation has been to create a practically usable test bed for landscape professionals who need versatile visual tools and media in landscape analysis,
planing, architecture etc. Particularly the communication and implementation of environmental development projects and measures has been plagued by the inefficiency
of existing computer-aided visualization means.
We have investigated traditional media in the landscape work-flow, the hand-drawn
sketches, which are established and thus can serve as a source of inspiration. Then,
their counterpart in the computer graphics, namely non-photorealistic rendering, has
been reviewed and relevant existing algorithms have been adopted or adapted. Gaps
in our target work-flow as well as problems of existing algorithms have been identified and new techniques or improved versions of existing algorithms have been
developed where necessary.
Specifically, we have covered the following fields:
Non-photorealistic rendering We have presented a framework for real-time illustration of complex landscape scenes that provides the user with the ability to control
the appearance and drawing style of the scene by merely changing a few parameters.
Re-modeling with high-level primitives enables meaningful simplification as well as
novel on-the-fly parametrization techniques for efficient stylization of silhouettes and
real-time hatching of plants with spatial stroke coherence and reduced "shower door"
effect. The usual artistic usage of sketchy visual features becomes secondary. Rather,
style and features should play the role of information carriers in conveying ideas and
communication instruments. Moreover, photorealism and non-photorealism are no
longer separated, but naturally integrated in the same rendering style palette.
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Geometry processing and level-of-detail. A versatile billboard representation, computed in a pre-processing step, allows efficient rendering of complex plant models in
both PR and NPR.
Data visualization he ability to handle large scenes opens interesting possibilities
for the visualization of scalar data on landscapes, which is hardly possible within
(too) complex photorealistic imagery.
It is in the nature of any research that, while attempting to clarify and propose solutions to certain problems, it also raises new questions during the process - our work
makes no exception in this respect. There are many aspects that can be improved,
like a more efficient implementation (advances in graphics hardware will help) as
well as more sensible abstraction mechanism that should come closer to human-like
visual abstraction. A solution to the latter problem that we plan as future work is a
segmentation of the scene according to relevant vegetation characteristics. We have
also recognized new directions of research that are open. An interesting one is the
automatic generation or selection of style and artwork textures according to vegetation characteristics: this would remove the task of artwork creation from the user’s
responsabilities and lead to faster workflow.
Due to its strong inter-disciplinary character, this work has been performed in a tight
connection with experts and potential users in the landscape professional world.
However, as for any new work tool, the acceptance in practice will be shown in
time. To ensure usability, the developed techniques have been integrated within a
GIS-based landscape visualization system, Lenne3D. The ultimate goal is increased
efficiency and acceptance of nature and environment development processes through
enhancement of computer-aided tools, to which I therefore hope to have contributed.
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